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Carrier: state plan
may hurt program
By THERESA BEALE
Academic program development here may suffer under a
State Council of Higher Education in Virginia proposal to limit
growth in rural institutions, but enrollment should progress as
planned, President Ronald Carrier said Wednesday.
The proposal by SCHEV director Gordon Davies would limit
growth at such "demand" institutions as James Madison
University and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, and shift enrollment to such urban institutions as Old
Dominion University, Virginia Commonwealth University, and
George Mason University.
High school enrollment is expected to decline in the next
decade, resulting in less students available to attend college in
Virginia, Carrier said at the JMU chapter meeting of the
American Association of University Professors.
A 10 percent decline in enrollment is anticipated in Virginia,
while Pennslyvania, North Carolina, and West Virginia, may
experience a 20 percent decline, Carrier said. New York is
anticipating a 30 percent decline. JMU attracts students from
each of these states, Carrier said.
The SCHEV proposal would "try to redirect these students into
the more urban institutions where there is a great demand for
program development," Carrier said.
"I'm glad we have much of the enrollment behind us now so we
don't have to face that very serious problem," he said.
The state council has approved JMU's plans to enroll 8,600 to
8,700, Carrier said. The university hasn't opposed SCHEV's
enrollment lids because it expects council approval on all present
enrollment plans, Carrier said.
"We opposed (the plan) on the basis that we needed to continue
to grow and add programs to make us attractive," he said. "We
recognize there is this relationship between program
development..and the attractiveness of the institution."
JMU now has some 70 undergraduate and some 30 graduate
majors. Getting new programs approved in the 1980's will be
difficult because of two factors, according to Carrier. An impact
study on the usefulness of each program will be required, he said.
Also, funding from the '60's and '70's won't be available at the
same level of increase in the 1980's, according to Carrier.
In the past 20-25 years, funding increased tenfold with
approximately $40 million being spent in state education in 1955
and approximately $800 million being spent now, he said.
Enrollment also increased from approximately 25,000 students
in 1955 to approximately 240,000 now.
"But we can't anticipate what will happen in the next 10 to 15
years," Carrier told AAUP members.
"We don't have the aspirations of becoming a doctoralgranting institution. We don't have the aspirations of offering
engineering and law," he said.

Calendar change
has little support
By GARY REED and DWAYNE YANCEY
Most students are either opposed to a proposed academic
calendar change or have no o pinion, according to an informal
survey by The Breeze.
A proposal before the Calendar Committee would have fall
semester next year start on Labor Day, Sept. 3 and run until Dec.
21. Spring semester would run Jan. 14-May 10. The committee is
expected to decide on the proposal Monday.
Most senators voicing opinions on the matter at the last
Student Government Association meeting were opposed to
beginning the semester a week later.
Most students contacting the SGA have also opposed the
change, according to SGA secretary Leslee Ledden.
Having a fall semester run unti.' Dec. 21 would make it
impossible .for students to find jobs at home over the Christmas
holiday, said Ledden, who opposes the change.
The Breeze conducted an informal telephone survey to sample
student reaction. Most of those contacted were either opposed to
the change or had no opiinion.
Some students, like Keith Giarrusso and Kathy Shannon
favored the present calendar which allows them to have a week
free before Christmas for shopping.
Kay Mills opposed any change because "I don't want to get out
any later in May."
Bonnie Spencer, one of the few students supporting the change,
said "I think it's a little better. Our summer vacation would be
more like that of other schools."
"I don't care oneway or the other," was the response of many,
"Itdoesn't affect the job situation in May."

A HOE DOWN. When a new road was built
near Edinburg, it meant that Mrs. Landon
Dirting's flower bed had to give way to
progress. Walt Morgan phtographed her as
she • walked back to her house after a
conference with the construction foreman, in
an effort to make sure that she could move

her posies before the state's bulldozers did.
Morgan, a former JMU student has won many
awards for his phtography. His portfolio was
selected as one of the top five in the state by the
Virginia News Photographers Association.
See story, photos, pages 12-13.
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Compared to other schools:

Alcohol policies are more restrictive here
BY PATTI TULLY
Alcohol
policies
designating areas where
alcohol consumption is
prohibited*' keg size, and
number of kegs permitted to
be tapped at a given time are
in many cases more
restrictive at James Madison
University than those at
other state institutions.
JMU alcohol policies were
compared with those at the
University of Virginia,
Virginia Polytechnical and
State University, and the
College of William and Mary.
At U.Va. students are
permitted to drink in all areas
within dormitories including
hallways
and
lounges,
according to Robert Baxter,
Assistant Dean of Students
there.
At Va. Tech, all areas
within dormitories except
private rooms are at most
times considered public areas
where drinking is prohibited,
said Jerry Gasser, associate
director of housing and
resident management at Va.
Tech. Students there can,
however, get authorization to
have hall keg parties, Gasser
said.
Policies at William and
Mary do not allow students to
drink in public areas such as
hallways, except in very rare
cases, said Ken Smith,
associate dean of students at
that school. Arrangements to
have hall parties can only be
made if the party will not
block the normal flow of
traffic through the dorm,
Smith said, but there is only
one dorm where this is

possible.
JMU
students
are
prohibited from drinking in
dormitory hallways, reception
rooms, unit lounges, chapter
rooms, meeting rooms and
kitchens.
Students here
cannot
under
any
circumstances
get
authorization for parties in
hallways.
The Alcoholic Beverage
Control Information Office
was contacted when questions
arose concerning how U. Va.
could legally allow its
students to drink in hallways,
which are assumed to be
public
areas
where
consumption of alcohol is
prohibited by law.
"We would not consider a
college dorm to be a public
place.'' said Charles Davis,
Director of Information at the
Dept. of Alcoholic Beverage
Control in Richmond.
"Restrictions on possession
and consumption of alcoholic
beverages at any specific
location on a college or
university campus "would be
subject to determination by
officials of the particular
institution in accordance with
the desires of the proper
officials," according to Davis.
"Thus,
there
could
conceivably be a different set
of regulations at U. Va. and
JMU with both fulfilling the
requirements and policy of the
Virginia ABC Dept", he said.
"Generally, any location
which is readily open to the
public is considered a public
place", Davis said.
"However, any structure
which can be considered a

residence, would in most
instances, not be considered a
public place," Davis said.
"For example, the hallway
of a college dormitory would
not necessarily be considered
a public place despite the fact
that it may be open to or
visible from a public vantage
point," he said.
Policies at U. Va., Va
Tech., and William and Mary
do not restrict sizes of kegs
students are permitted to
have
in
their
rooms,
acccording to officials at those
schools. Maximum keg size
permitted in student roorps at
JMU is one quarter keg under
present policies.
In addition, other schools
do not limit the number of
kegs that can be tapped at a
given time in student rooms.
At JMU students are limited
to one tapped keg per room or
two per suite.
Cases in which parties
must be registered also vary
between the four institutions.
At U. Va. there are only two
specific cases for which a
party must be registered,
according to Baxter. These
-include situations where a
specific room needs to be
reserved, or in the event that
an activity might conflict with
others on campus, he said.
For example, if a dorm is
planning a dance it must be
registered in case another
group is planning one, Baxter
said.
This maintains a
balance of activities, he said.
Policies at Va. Tech
require students to register all
(Continued on Page 24)

QUARTER KEGS are allowed in student rooms h >re.
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Open hearings continue:
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Host responsibility key to alcohol policy

By PATTI TULLY
Responsibility of hosts,
limits on number of parties
within dorms and regulations
presently governing
recreation room parties were
the main topics of dicussion at
the second of two open
hearings on the experimental
alcohol policy.
The hearings, held by a
sub-committee
of
the
Commission of Student
Services, were set up to obtain
student,
faculty
and
administrative responses to
the new policies, and

determining if they will be
passed or rewritten into a
more workable policy.
"The area of host
responsibility is the key to the
experimental alcohol policy,"
according to Jan Wise,
assistant director of housing
in the bluestone area, who was
first to speak at the hearine.
The poiuy gives students
the privilege of hosting
parties, Wise said, and having
received this privilege hosts
must assume responsibility
for their guests, both invited
and uninvited.
Uninvited guests coming to
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parties is the problem that
occurs most often, Wise said.
People hear about parties on
campus
through
the
grapevine and more people
than anticipated snow up,
casing overflow into hallways,
she said.
Wise believes hosts need to
be "pro-active rather than
reactive," she said. Students
must try to prevent possible
problems before they occur
rather than waiting and trying
to stop those that are already
Dresent. Wise said.
Wise
had
several
suggestions for doing this.
IHHIIIIHIMUlinmnmmMtHltltw—■■
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concerned with present
limitations on parties and
their numbers.
Many N complex residents
are dissatisfied with present
limits on number of parties
that can be held per floor in
that area, according to Glenn
Petty, also an Ikenberry
resident. Most believe the
policy which permits only one
party per floor is ineffective
and
actually
creates
problems, Petty said.
In cases where there is
more than one party on
different floors in the same
section, responsibilities of
both hosts and RA's to enforce
public drinking laws are made
much more difficult because
they have a much greater area
to police, Petty said. In these
cases hosts and RA's must
Eatrol
areas
including
allways, bathrooms,
stairways, and section
entrances, he said.
It is much easier to enforce
regulations at parties between
two connecting suites because
the party area is substantially
reduced, according to Petty.
Over 1,000 residents of Ncomplex have signed
a
petition suggesting a change
in policy permitting two
parties per floor rather than
one, according to Petty.
This does not mean,
however, that N-complex
residents are necessarily
advocating permiability of a
greater total number of
parties, such as two per every
floor with a total of six per
section, he said.
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First, students need to tell
their invited guests, not to
publicize the party in any way
by telling others about it, she
said.
Second, hosts planning a
large gathering should keep
people out of the halls even
when the party is in its early
stages, and not wait until an
overcrowded situation has
already occured. Wise said.
A third way to eliminate
many potential problems
would be to limit number of
guests, she said. A guest list
which shows proactive
planning would be a
possibility, according to
Wise.
In reference to the problem
of uninvited guests, Ed Parry,
an Ikenberry resident said,
"It is unrealistic to assume
that
you can stop the
grapevine." No matter how
hard hosts try to keep a party
from becoming general
knowledge, somebody they
don't want there is going to
find out about it and show up,
he said.
A group of residents in
Ikenberry have had several
parties, for which they've sent
out invitations, which guests
needed to get into the party.
Berry said. Yet, even though
invitations were sept out
people who weren't invited
showed up anyway. Parry
said.
Parry does, believe,
however, that invitations used
as passes to get into a party or
guests lists are effective ways
of eliminating party crashers,
he said.
Another area discussed at
the
hearing
was
that
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Old washers to be replaced within two years
By VANCE RICHARDSON
All the front loading
washing machines on campus
will be replaced by larger
capacity top loaders within
two years, according to the
director of vending services
here.
The new washers will have
a 12 pound capacity instead of
the present eight pound
capacity, said Donald Blume
Larger capacity washers
are
needed
bec»»«e
architectural limitations"
forbid the installation of more
washer-dryer units, he said.
Since the washers and
dryers were originally
installed to supplement the
laundry service here, there
isn't enough space to add
more units now that laundry
service has been discontinued,
he said.
Blume saidv the campus
average is one washer-dryer
unit per 32 students. Last year
Eagle dorm only had one unit
per 52 students, but the
problem was corrected this
summer with the addition of
four new washer-dryer units.

New
electric
candy
machines also will be installed
soon, according to Blume.
The new machines were
ordered long ago but the
manufacturer shipped the
wrong kind of machine, he
said.
The new machines should
be shipped next week, Blume
said.
Problems
with
the
operation
of
vending
machines are always looked
into within eight hours of
receiving the complaint,
Blume said. However, the
problem can't always be fixed
that quick because parts often
have to be ordered, he said.
Students
may
report
problems with vending
machines by phoning 6363 or
MEND. A 24-hour recording
times a day, according to
Blume.
Head residents here tended
to support Blume's claim of
prompt service.
£
Lynn
Parsley,
head)
resident of Dingledine, said'
service handles the calls,
which are monitored several

machines in that dorm are
fixed, "withjn,. the same day"
me problem is reported.
Patty Roth, head resident
of Eagle, said vending service
was good about reparing the
machines. She also said that
she hadn't heard one single
complaint about the food
machines all year.
One problem, according to
Chandler's head resident, Jan
Berry, is people coming from
outside the dorm to do their
laundry. She's had to ask
"quite a few" outsiders to
leave already this semester.

Blume said he is aware of
the problem of outsiders doing
their laundry in the dorms.
One Dossible so'ution under
consideration
is
using
artificial coins sold only in the
dorms, he said.
Many students complain
about not being able to get a
washer or dryer when they
need one, but Blume said if
students would avoid peak
times this would alleviate the
problem considerably.
Blume said last year all
receipts were taken from the
washer-dryer
units
to

determine how often the
machines were being used.
He found that campus-wide,
on the average, each unit was
used six times a day.
Head residents interviewed
also agreed with Blume that
outside of peak periods, such
as weekends, during the day,
and weekdays between lunch
and dinner, there is little
problem getting a washer or
dryer.
Berry said it would be
"infeasible" to have enough
washers for everyone at peak
times.
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SGA offers student input to calendar change
By DEBBIE YARD
Responding to a request for
student input from the James
Madison University calendar
committee, the Student
Government Association
discussed the pros and cons
for changing the present
academic calendar for the
1979-80 academic year.
The calendar committee
delayed its decision from Nov
2 until Nov. 13, pending

^

7/

student comments on the
subject, which had previously
not been solicited nor
received, according to the
Nov. 3 Breeze.
According to the proposal,
the fall semester would begin
Sept. 3, Labor Day, and end
Dec. 21.
Spring semester
would begin Jan. 14 and end
May 10.
The reason for the change,
according to Dr. Lacy Daniel,
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dean of students, is that the
semester keeps starting
earlier in August each year.
One year, he said, it is going
to have to be moved forward
one week.
"It could be this year or
next year, it doesn't matter,
but it has to be done
sometime," Daniel said.
Senators gave reasons for
keeping the schedule such as
being able to work the week
before Christmas, get a jump
on summer jobs, and to avoid
possible conflict with their
community colleges' May
session schedule.
Reasons given for changing
the schedule included that
most schools traditionally
begin after Labor Day, that
many families take their
vacations in August and the
start of school interrupts their
time, and that many students
need to work until Labor Day.
SGA President Darrell Pile
attended the. Nov. 13 meeting
of the calendar committee
with the SGA suggestions.
In other business, Pile told
the Senate that he and
President Ronald Carrier are
working with four area bank
presidents on setting up a
$50,000 interest free loan
{irogram for
students,
nterest on the first $25,000
will be paid by JMU.The SGA
would pick up the interest on
the second $25,000.
Pile also told the Senate
that the proposal for the
faculty to place the honor code
on all examinations had been
passed by the Faculty Senate
and that Carrier planned to
support it before the
University Council.
Work
on
proposals
concerning
faculty
evaluations, the lengthening
of Duke's Grill hours, and the
alcohol policy is continuing,
said Pile.
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Concerning the possibility
of a full tune doctor for the
health center, Pile said that
the
cost
makes
this
unfeasible, but a possible

solution could be hiring a
retired military doctor who
would be interested in settling
K imlinui'd on l*ago •»>
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Commuters working to establisirutihty co-op
By GARY REED
'
The Commuter Student
Committee is working to
establish a "utility co-op that
would relieve students of
paying utility deposits and
insure utility companies a
portion of delinquent bills,
according to CSC adviser Lin
Rose.
. .
Rose,
also
assistant
director of residence halls and
commuter student services,
has researched similar co-ops
at the University of Virginia
and the University of
Alabama to check how those
co-ops work and how feasible
they are.
Utility
deposits
of
electricity, phone, water and

other utilities would be waived
for
those
students
participating in the co-op. The
co-op would insure the utility
companies for up to $65 in
delinquent bills from each
student at the end of the year.
"At UVa. and Alabama, the
delinquent bills were turned
over to a collection agency."
said Rose.
- "UVa.
has the best
operating system for a utility
co-op. Their co-op. run from
the Alumnae/ Association
Office,, has between 1,900 and
2,500 members who pay $5 to
participate," said Rose.
Last year, UVa. paid out
$2000 for delinquent bills and
all but $550 has been

establishing the co-op and in
recovered, according to Rose.
seeking financial support for
"The
University
of
the project.
Alabama, who has 8,000 to
"A back-up fund is needed
10.000 members, requires a
to convince the utility
membership fee of $15. Last
companies that you have
year they paid out $20,000 and
enough money to cover the
collected only $13,000." said
delinquent bills." said Rose
Rose.
who has approached the
Alabama has had their coMadison Foundation and
op in operation since 1965 and
University Relations in
UVa. implemented the co-op
seeking the back-up fund of
for the first time last year,
according to Rose.
"The membership fee here
would depend on the projected a>
number
of
students
participating in the co-op,"
said Rose.
The CSC will be working in
conjunction with the Student
Government Association in

if SGA(Continued from Page ."»>
in the Shenandoah Valley.
Pile also plans to devote
most of second semester to
construction of a chapel room
on campus, he said. Both
community organizations and
alumni have been contacted
for contributions for the fund,
Pile said.
The Student Services
Committee .reported that the
proposal to provide a bus to
the Valley Mall "looks good."
The merchants reactions are
favorable toward such an
arrangement, the committee
reported.
Dave
Imre
of
the
University Program Board
reported that plans are now
being worked on for next

semester. "No names, dates,
or coffeehouses have been
released yet," he said. The
UPB will evaluate the success
of last year's Spring Fever
weekend, he said.
"We may change the
carnival type atmosphere and
instead have an outdoor
concert and a semi-formal
dance," he said.
The SGA funded the JMU
Service Co-op $500 for club
communications and office
equipment and also loaned
$1200 to hire the Andrew
Lewis Band for the SGA
jnsored Christmas dance.
SGA will take up the
deficit in case of loss.
Proposals were also made

to investigate the possibility of
alternate dining hall contracts
and to investigate the
possibility of offering beer in
the dining hall.
The meeting time of the
SGA was changed back to 5:30
p.m. from 6 p.m.

^

$5,000
Another concern about the
co-op is the number of people
who will participate in it.
according to Rose. JMU has
"a decent market to work
with." he said.
"We have to concentrate on
making people aware of the
co-op and how it works
because some people are leery
of co-ops." said Rose
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(^Announcements
WMRA program

Concerned persons

Library survey

Employment test

WMRA (90.7 FM) will
present a special program
featuring
Henry Beetle
Hough, publisher and editor of
the Vineyard Gazette, on Nov.
17, at 6:30 p.m. The program
will center on Hough's
reflections of his life on the
Massachusetts
islandMartha's Vineyard, the
evolution of its communities,
and his strong commitment to
nature conservation projects.
The interview is brought by
the National Public Radio
Network.

The Counseling and Student
Development Center is
presently conducting a
Concerned Persons Group. If
you have a friend or relative
who you think has a problem
with alcohol, or if you have a
problem yourself this group is
designed for your support and
to help you explore new ways
of dealing with your concerns.
This group can help you
further understand how you
interact with the person you
are concerned about and gives
yon a chance to share your
own frustrations with others
who experience similar
feelings.
For
more
information, please call 6552.

LIBRARY
EVALUATION
SURVEY-- In November,
the library will be evaluating
its services, and collections,
by use of a computer-scored
survey. The survey will be
sent out to undergraduates,
graduates, and faculty on a
random sample basis. About
920 individuals will receive
the survey.

The Career Planning and
Placement Office has now
received the applications to
take the 1979 summer
employment test for the
federal government. Come by
the Placement Office, second
floor of Alumnae Hall, for
your application.

"Imaginero"

The Circle K Club of JMU
will hold a Dance Marathon on
Nov. U from noon until
midnight at the WUU
Ballroom. Admission is $1.
All proceeds will be donated to
Multiple Sclerosis. For more
information or to make a
donation, contact Circle K,
P.O. Box 4264.

Jazz Ensemble

An Argentine film directed
by. Jorge Preloran entitled
"Imaginero" will be shown
Nov. 13, 7:00 p.m., in WUU
Room D.
All interested
persons are invited to attend

Photography class
Ensemble will be held Nov. 9,
8 p.m., in Wilson Hall. All are
encouraged to attend and
support the group.

The Christian Science
Organization will meet every
Tuesday in Jackson 102 at 4:45
p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Students wishing to take
the
Art
department's
Photography 255 for the
spring semester are urged to
enroll early as spaces are
limited.

THE STtOH BREWERY COMPANY. DETROIT, MICHIGAN © IfTS

Circle K

'La Ronde'
The play "La Ronde," will
be presented Fri.-Sun., Nov.
10-12
in
Wampler
Experimental Theatre at 8
p.m. Admission is $1.

Employment
Students interested in offcampus employment may
register by dropping by the
Student Employment Office,
room G-6, WUU, or by calling
433-6551 between 1-3 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Employers may also call in
job orders during these
hours.

Auditions
Auditions for the JMU
theatre
production
"Oklahoma" will be held Nov.
19, at 1 p.m. and on Nov. 20, at
6 p.m. at Latimer-Schaeffer
Theatre.
Please come
Separed to sing something
wn "Oklahoma" or some
other show tune.

Calendar hearings
The Summer School Office
would like student and faculty
input into the 1980 Summer
School calendar. A series of
hearings on the subject will be
held in Wilson 204 at the
fallowing times: Nov. 16 at
10-11 a.m.; Nov. 20 at 1:30-2:30
a.m.; and Nov. 28 at 4-5 p.m.
Those interested are asked to
call 6411 for an appointment
during one of these sessions.
The 1979 Summer School
calendar will remain as
published in the
current
University Catalog.

THE

Deadlines are 3 p.m.
Tuesday for the Friday
paper and 3 p.m. Friday
for the Tuesday paper.
All
announcements
must be doublespaced
typed, signed by an
officer
of
the
organization and hand
delivered to The Breeze
office.
All announcements
are subject to editing
and are printed on a
•j pace-available basis

Campus Ministry
The United Church of
Christ Campus Ministry group
will meet at the home of their
advisors, Dr. and Mrs. David
Tucker, 654 Walnut Lane,
Nov. 6. All interested students
are invited to attend.
On Nov. 11 the students will
meet at St. Stephen's United
Church of Christ (across from
Sears) at 3:30 p.m. to travel to
Rawley Springs for a cook out.
For futher information call
Dr.
David
Tucker,
Communcation Dept. (6414);
Dan Bright, (4030) or Craig
Williams (434-0278).

AST dance
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority
will sponsor a disco dance
Nov. 17 in the University
Ballroom.
Music will be
provided by "Spun Gold"
(formerly "Time Machine")
and admission is 75 cents.

Workshop
A Regional Leadership
Workshop will be held by
Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority
Nov. 11-12.
All sorority
representatives and national
officers are welcome.

Geology forum
A forum on "The Status of
Women in the Geosciences"
will be present by Dr. Maria
Crawford from the Geology
department of Byrn Mawr
College. The discussion on the
problems and opportunities of
contemporary women in
geology will be at 2 p.m., Nov.
10, in Miller 223.

UALIiY CATHEDRAL

Non-Denominational Church
A CHURCH WITH
WORSHIP AND PRAISE
-LOVE FOR EVERYONEWorsh/p
11:00a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
"And for my second wish...'

For the real beer lover.
Distributed by the Shenaiutoh Corp.
Stay ton, UA

GOD'S WORD BEING
USED & TAUGHT
ALL ARE WELCOME
Babysitting Service
between the hours of 9-4
Pastor Roy Munns 433-1023
70 South High Street
HARRISONBURG, VA

Dale Wegner Chevy City
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* Hosts
Konlinutfl from Page :»>
"1 would be
satisfied to keep present
limits of three total parties
per section, or even two,
Petty said, "but I do feel
limits on parties per floor
should be changed.'
Students from other areas
of campus including the
bluestone and lake areas were
concerned that present limits
on the number of parties in
dorms in those areas cause
greater difficulties in keeping
alcohol out of hallways.
One resident of Hoffman
hall believes limits of two
parties per floor in that dorm
make it difficult for hosts to
keep guests out of hallways
because there is very limited
space.
Each suite party in Ncomplex has four rooms to
hold guest but in the bluestone
area there is only one room in
which to contain the party,
said Vance Richardson, a
resident there. If more rooms
could be registered for
parties, there would be a
larger area to accomodate
Sests, and host responsibility
• keeping alcohol out of
hallways would be made
much easier, he said.
A resident of Chandler Hall
was concerned about what
guidelines were used to
establish the number of
parties per dorm. Chandler
houses a comparable number
of students to dorms in Ncomplex, Ann Stiles said, but
is only permitted five parties
per night, while N-complex
dorms may have up to nine.
Committee members did
not know what guidelines had
been used because they had
not written the original policy,
they said.
Regulations requiring that
beer be cut off at midnight,
areas be cleaned by 10 a.m.
and an attractive alternative

when it comes to value ...
beverage be furnished are
among a few of the deterrents
that inhibit students from
having parties in these areas,
according to Petty.
Most students do not arrive
at a party until around 10
p.m.. Petty said, and so it's
not really worth the trouble
for a host to have a party that
will last only two nours. he
said. Petty was not sure if the
requirement that beer be cut
off at midnight is regulated
by ABC laws or not, he said,
but pointed out that the laws
do permit beer and alcohol to
be served in bars until 2 a.m.
In addition, there are no
requirements that beer be cut
off at any particular time at
suite parties, Petty said.
It would
be
more
satisfactory to require that
beer be cut off by 1 or 1:30. he
said, and mat way the party
would be over and cleared out
by 2 a.m. when visitation
ends.
Most students do not want
to get up at 8 a.m. after a
party the night before so they
can have the area cleaned by
10. according to Petty. Most
students would be more
willing to have parties in these
areas if they didn't have to be
cleaned until 11 or 12, he said.
Requirements that an
attractive alternative
beverage be provided also
inhibits students from using
the areas, Petty said, because
this puts additional expense
on the host. If a host wants to
have 80 people at the party, he
must allow for the cost of
providing
non-alcoholic
beverages in addition to beer
for that number of people, he
said.
Petty also suggested that a
larger number of guests be
permitted at recreation
parties, but members of the
committee pointed
that

Supply officers are the professional business managers of the
Navy. Financial management, auditing, merchandising, purchasing- everything it takes to keep the Navy moving, moves
through the"v_Even at a junior level, the Supply Officer
responsible for a single ship runs an operation equivalent
to a million-dollar-a-year business.
If you'd like to know more about Supply School and the
Navy Supply Corps, contact your local recruiter or send your

resume to:

The Off icer Information Team
will be on Campus Feb 6-8
OT call toll free: 1-800-S52T9947

J. M. U. comes to Chevy City

this
would
be
almost
impossible to change due to
fire regulations.
It was also pointed out at
the hearing that some
dormitories do not have
recreation rooms they can use
for parties. This^is the case in
both Hoffman and Spotswood
halls,
according
to
Richardson.
Hoffman
does
have
recreation room, he said, but
it can not be used for parties
because the recreation room
in Hoffman is carpeted
the
alcohol policy does not permit
carpeted rooms be used for
parties, he said. Also, ABC
laws do not permit parties to
be held in a room where there
are vending machines,
according to Richardson.
There are three such
machines in Hoffman's
recreation room, Richardson
said, one of which is
permanently installed and
therefore cannot be removed
from the room.
Richardson suggested that
Hoffman residents have
priority on areas such as
party rooms under the
stadium, and the Shenandoah
Room in Chandler.

New & Used cars
434-6731
Downtown Harrisonburg
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Why Tuesdays are
something else at
Arthur 'Breacher s.
Our
Budget Banquet

It used to be that the best thing you could say
about Tuesday was that it wasn't Monday.
•Buf that was before Arthur Treacher'sTuesday
Budget Banquet.
Arthur Treacher's delicious fish and chips served
with cole slaw and your choice of beverage, all for the
low Tuesday-only price of •!•• No wonder Tuesdays are something else.

Students don't forget your ID b good for
a 15% dbeonnt on all regular price orders.
We are something else!"
A R.gl,
u

—mmm

-—-• 't^

n; .«!*«er is «*!.■*-*'i
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Stroh's6pk 12 oz.
$1.59
12pkT&oz
$2.99
Andre Champagnes - Cold Duck,
pink, white, Burgundy
2/$5.00
Gullo Wines: Pink Chablis,
Hardy Burgundy,
Chablis Blanc
$2.99 mag
|Coca-Cola 8pk 16 oz bottles
$1.19
plus deposit
Dr. Pepper 8pk 16 oz. bottles $K39
plus deposit
|Chicken of the Sea,
69
Chunk Tuna 6'/a ozcan
Shasta Beverages
6/99
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee
frozen pizzas 13oz.pkg
99
Nabisco Premium Saltines
llb.pkg
59

'Nooze' needs to be limited
By KRIS CARLSON
Suggestions to limit the
number of issues of "Scooter's
Nooze," and to fill vacant
office hours were discussed at
the Commuter Student
Committee meeting Tuesday.
The suggestions were not
voted on, however, as there
was not a quorum of CSC
members present at the
meeting.
"Reigns need to be put on
Scooter's
Nooze,"
cochairman Michael Mason
said. Limiting the number of
issues and expanding the
newsletter would eliminate
the problem of printing old
news.
Mason also said that the

newsletter was "costing a lot"
($210 for the first four issues).
It was also suggested that the
front page cartoon be reduced
to half a page.
No representatives from
"Scooters Nooze" were
present at the meeting to
respond.
With the exception of four
hours, the commuter student
committee office in the
Warren University Union is
Open to students from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Mason reported for
absent office staff director
Dennis Lundblad that the
hours, 12 noon to 1 p.m. and
2pm. to 4 p.m., Thursdays;
and, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., Friday;

will try to be filled.
In other business, the CSC
decided it would not take
action on the question of
commuters removing locks
from their dining hall( lounge
lockers, since the CSC is not
responsible for locker
maintenance. Locks will have
to be removed in May,
however, Mason said.
The CSC also discussed
selling posters by an art
student here, and splitting the
profits with him.
The meeting was presided
over by co-chairman Mason
due to the absence of
Chariman Craig Williams
Next week's CSC meeting
will be Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 5
p.m., instead of 4:30

Benefit performance scheduled
A
special
benefit
performance of Robert Bolt's
drama "A . Man for All
Seasons" will be presented at

James Madison University on
Nov. 13, by the JMU
department of communication
arts.
Proceeds from the play
will go to JMU's public radio
station WMRA, a commercial
free station that broadcasts
classical music, bluegrass,
jazz and rock as well as news
and public affairs programs.
"A Man for All Seasons" is
based on the life of Sir Thomas
More, a man who placed the
laws of God above the laws of

man and who was tried and
executed during the reign of
Henry VIII of England.
Reservations may be made
Si phone by calling 433-6221 in
arrisonburg or 885-4319 in
Staunton. Reservations may
also be made in writing to
WMRA, James Madison
University, Harrisonburg, VA
22807. The cost of tickets is $3
per person. Checks should be
made payable to WMRAJames Madison University
Foundation.

Tell It Like It Is
with a Breeze Classified
HARRISONBURG
TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

•W

Student Discount
with ID
LOCATl
nest
VA.

UUUQiro
Presents:
• • • *Chlcage Stiff Pizzas* • • •

Now comes Mnr time.
Shank Beverage Co.
-m. box U 23 434-7829
ifttiMsmttMft
2280)

-rnieacelled Subs* Deli Sandwiches.
Alt •■Precise
Mmthtr * Mir heleb en tip
-•hujtir fmrfte Inptrt beers
-dalli hutch specials tnm 11-2:00
NOT AT TWO LOCATIONS:
We. I. ION $. Mate I N». 2 1059 S. Hith
(hi frent ef Ca«pn*)l 433-0077
%33-im
OHteenj:
I Available See*
(•■cawMtt)
lOeHeerifer
-ANY el
| Shaii t SWfiafter

MNEINMTAKWT
Sea-Tears
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Banned in Europe:

6

La Ronde' opens tonight in Wampler

By STEVE SNYDER
... It was banned in parts of Europe. It caused riots in Munich and
Berlin. It was the subject of a stormy debate in the Austrian
parliament. And it's coming to James Madison University this
"It" is the play "La Ronde," which will run Friday thVAigh
Sunday at 8 p.m. in Wampler Experimental Theatre. Admission
"La Ronde" was scandalous when first published in the early
1900's and not without good reason: sex was not a subject to be
discussed in polite company, especially in the manner that
playwright Arthur Schnitzler did.
By modern standards, "La Ronde" is not nearly so shocking,
but it remains a tantalizing drama.
A vignette of loose morals and double standards, "La Ronde
consists of ten separate seduction scenes, each with a different
c0U

Ple

.

., •

■M.

One member of each couple carries on an affair with a
character in the next scene-the whore and the soldier, the soldier
and the parlor maid, the parlor maid and the young gentleman,
and so on-until the circle of infidelity is complete. Hence the
title, which means "Hands Around."
Unusual in that there is no central character, the staging is
also unique. To emphasize the play's circular aspects, the
audience will be seated in the middle of the theatre, with the
action revolving around it. The audience is encouraged to move
about freely in order to get a good view of each scene, as at last
spring's experimental theatre show, "Mad Dog Blues."
Written in 1896-97, Schnitzler had only enough copies printed
for his friends. "La Ronde" soo m became hot property in literary
circles and was banned in many places when it was leaked to the
young wife (Cathy Byrd) enjoy a moment of
SEDUCTION IS THE WORD in 'La Ronde,'
public. In Germany, copies of the play were confiscated by
'togetherness,' while lower left, the poet (Art
Arnold
Schnitzler's
play
which
runs
Nov.
10-12
police.
. ''
McDermott) has less success in his pursuit of
in
Wampler
Experimental
Theatre.
Above,
Schnitzler would not allow it to be performed but the copyright
the young miss (Lynn Kyle). p*oto by MVM M«yco*
laws did not extend to Hungary. The first performance of "La the young gentleman (Stephen Kohler) and the
Ronde" was banned there after only two shows.
There were attempts to stage "La Ronde" throughout the early
part of the century but performances were often banned,
theatres were hit by stinkbombs and or raided by Nazis who
condemned it as "Jewish filth." There were trials and the play,
set in Vienna, became a national outrage.
Yet amazingly) in light of the reactions, "La Ronde" is far
from pornographic. It is merely a melancholy study of the ways
9
of men-ana women.
"La Ronde" is directed by Trina Koon, a JMU senior.
Cast members, in order of seduction, are: Karen Harvey (the
By MARK SUTTON
Europe, where the band was with the drumming of Bun E.
whore), Gary Kelman (soldier), Jenny Fisher ( parlor maid),
Cheap Trick is one of
formed, to the States in 1976, Carlos, that builds the rockStephan Kohler (young gentleman), Cathy Byrd (young wife),
America's hardest working
they have maintained one of solid rhythm framework upon
Dwayne Yancey (husband), Lynn Kyle (young miss), Art
and
least
recognized
bands.
the toughest road schedules of which the band depends.
McDermott (poet), Pam Amos (actress), and Bruce Taylor
Since they returned from
Carlos is among the best
any rock group.
(count).
Their latest American drummers working in an
release is entitled "Heaven American band today.
Tonight." This single disc
Finally there is vocalist
studio LP is the third album and rhythm, guitarist Robin
the band has put out in a year Zander, "the man of a
and a half. "Heaven Tonight" thousand voices", who, along
retains the standards of with Bruce Springsteen, is one
excellent musicianship that of the most expressive lead
highlighted their previous singers to have emerged from
releases, "Cheap Trick", the States in this decade.
"Heaven Tonight" contains
and "In Color", while
breaking new musical and some of the best word-play set
to music in quite some time.
lyrical ground.
Cheap Trick is, if nothing For example, in the opening

'Heaven Tonight' breaks new
musical and lyrical ground
'Cheap Trick mixes their punches well

else, a personality band. Ron
Nielson, the band's manic
lead guitarist, has a
reputation as one of rock's
high-risk commodities to go
along with the more than 35
Sitars he owns. He has a
bit of playing three of them
at once, as he leaps about the
stage like a hyperactive sixyear old. He also has claim to
the shortest haircut in rock.
Not to be outdone, bassist
and co-founder, (with
Nielson) Tom Peterson plays
a custom designed 12-string
bass guitar, reputedly the only
one of its kind in existence. It
is Peterson's solid bass, along

lines of "Surrender", Zander
sings:
Mother told me, yes she
told me
I'd meet girls like you
She also told me stay away
You'll never know what
you'll catch.
Hardly earth shattering,
but great fun nevertheless.
Cheap Trick mixes their
punches will. Zander and
Peterson are architypical
rock and rollers. Peterson in
particular has the image down
, pat-that mop of . shoulder
(Continued on Page II)
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At the Center Attic:

Ims and Williams sing of drugs and sex
By JON DAVIS
As is true with most
humorous entertainment, sex
and drugs were the major
themes of the Center Attic
Coffeehouse with Jon Ims and
Mike Williams.
My favorite song was about
sex. Jon Ims' "Tuna Blues"
was written about the tuna
famine, which lasted"...about
the first 18 years of my life.''
Ims sang, "When she saw
my tuna comin', she knew I
wasn't no chicken of the sea."
When Mike Williams
introduced himself, he said
that he frequently offends
people with his lyrics. He said
his first song would not offend,
and played "4-4 Waltz," an
instrumental.
Williams and Ims played 12
and six string guitars,
respectively. Neither played
exceptional music, though
what they played was good
support for their original
lyrics.
Williams is the head of B F
Deal Records, a small label
that has put out his two
records and six others. B. F.
stands for Born Free, and
Williams said, "... and if you
believe that. I've got some

swamp land in Texas, I'll
sell you."
Williams wrote the theme
song of B F. Deal Records
when he found out that he was
allergic to marijuana. "Life
is just a bag of stems and
seeds,'' he sang.
Williams
managed
to
combine the theme of sex and
drugs in a country ballad
where he sang "I'm going to
smoke out thememoneof now
you s-t on me."
Both Williams and Ims
were well prepared and
"weirded out" for the concert.
"It's not so much weird, it's
just that $35 goes a long way,"
Ims said.
Williams' eyes
particularly, smoldered with
an intensity that was many
micrograms in weight and
must have taken many hard
nights to achieve
Ims closed the night with a
requested song he sang when
he performed here last year.
"Bottomless Pit" decribes a
bar where he used to work and
a person he euphimistically
described as a barmaid.
The concert was an
entertaining and better than
average Center Attic show.

Folk ensemble is
unique, flexible
By DONNA CEDAR
The folk ensemble of James
Madison University Dance
Theatre presented a studio
concert of International Folk
Dance November 3 and 4 in
Godwin Hall.
The variety of dances, wellplanned
repertoire,
choreography, costuming and
spirited dancers all combined
to provide not only unique
entertainment, but also a
flavor and appreciation for
the people and dance of
different countries.
The twenty-nine member
ensemble demonstrated their
talents and flexibility in
performing a number of
different dance forms. Under
the direction of Edwin
Howard and Dr. Earlynn
Miller it is not surprising that
in less than three months, the
company could appear so
polished.
Choreography
of
the
dances comes from a variety
of sources.
Some of the
dances are traditional, other
new
pieces
must
be
researched and taught to the
ensemble.
Occasionally,
guest artists teach pieces to
the ensemble and sometimes
students choreograph dances.
This year, James Morrison,
associate director of the
Country Dance and Song
Society worked with the
ensemble. Morrison taught
combinations from "The
Rapier Sword Dance" from
Northumbria to some of the
male dancers. The dance
used blades to wipe the sweat
from horses backs rather than
real swords.
•'Susan
Durr i'n
choreographed "You and Me
Jesus. The dance revealed
Miss Durrins backround in
folk as well as modern dance.
The ensemble performed
selections from Bavaria,
Mexico, Austria, Israel,
Japan, England and America.
Israeli dance is especially

interesting because many
Americans have never been
exposed to it. The personality
and vigor of Israeli dance
makes it a favorite of the
ensemble.
New to the ensemble were
the Japanese selections.
"Yasuki
Bushi"
was
researched and taught by
member Gregory Forbes.
The dance, depicting the
planting of rice, required
much precision in movement
and timing.
The second
Japanese
selection,
"Tsuru
no
Ongaeshi"
(The Crane
Maiden) was a mime
performed by graduate
assistant Julia Dean. Miss
Dean captivated the audience
with her powerful, yet
sensitive portrayal.

The concert closed with the
American selections.
The
Virginia Reel, Jitterbug and
Clogging seemed to be
favorites at JMU.
Besides the work the
ensemble
devoted to
rehearsals and performances,
the dancers are also required
to sew most of their own
costumes. The costumes add
to the charm and color of the
performances.
The studio concer t was a
memorable one. The dances,
music, costumes and dancers
all succeeded in bringing far
away countries close to the
audience's hearts.

John Ima...lif e is just a bag of stems and seeds

•note by Jet Stfwttcktnfcwrvw

*'Heaven Tonight'—
Buenos noches o seaor
(Continued from Page 10)
Senorita see yon later
length only crowns the look.
Buenos noches bye bye
Carlos looks like be should be
»
selling real estate, not playing
There are many here
drums, and Nielson doesn't
look like he should be tot WHS
Who feel their lives are a
within 20 feet of the local
joke
garage band.
And for yon we sing this
Which is all to the band s
final
song
advantage. There is no way in
For you there is no hope, no
hell that anybody can take the
hope
groups' image seriously. The
effect is exactly the opposite
Sayonara oh suicide hari
of the one striven for by Kiss.
kari
The music, not the show, is
Kamikaze you won't
this bands focal point
See
another evening
And the music on "Heaven
Goodbye
Tonight" is grade A Beatlesinfluenced rock n' roll.
Bye-bye so loog farewell
Everything is where it should
See you later....Suicide.
be -vocals, guitars, bass,
drums, and the occasional
One of the things about
keyboard-all coming together Cheap Trick's writingaround some of the most whether tounge-in-cheek or
tongue-in-cheek lyrics ever serious-is the sheer amount of
written. "Auf Wiedersehen", it. The band wrote several
for example, parodies suicide volumes of material for their
with:
first album, and haven't
Au revoir, auf wiedersehen exhausted that stock yet In
You won't see another fact two of the songs on this
album were written in 1976,
looming
You won't see another and "Auf Wiedersehen" was
evening
penned in '75.
Good night
».»

LP, Cheap Trick gives me no
reason to fault any aspect of
their performance. Solos are
well placed, the mix is cleanessential to a band with a
rhythm section as good as
Cheap Trick's, and nobody
gets in the way this time out a
welcome relief from the
overmixed lead guitar of the
first album.
The pick cuts from
"Heaven Tonight" are;
"Surrender", "How are You",
"High
Roller".
"Auf
Wiedersehen", and "TakhV
Me Back". Essentially, these
are picks out of a hat-the
album is that consistant-and
you feel that others are
stronger.
Put "Heaven Tonight" in
my top five for 1978, and while
we're here let's say that it
would have a good shot at
number 1 if it weren't for this
little opus called "Darkness
on the Edge of Town"-and
that's before giving a hearing
to the live LP Elvis Costello
has slate for Christmas
release. Hell, give it a 9.5 out
of 10 and the number 2 spot in
Nuffsaid.

•vSi«i«i
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Walt Morgan: seeing life from thji
By THERESA BEALE
The photographer saw a
group of children rollerskating and moved in a step
closer.
Although
the
casual
observer would view the
activity as child's play, the
trained eye of a photographer
scans the group for a potential
photo subject.
As Walt Morgan observed
the children, he realized that
one litt|e girl was awkward.
"You could tell it was her
first time on skates. When you
think that she is experiencing
something for the first time, it
lends itself to a photograph,"
he said.
In a series of photographs,
Morgan captured the little
girl's
expressions
of
frustration and anger.
"There
are literally
thousands of things around

here everyday that, given the
right set of circumstances,
become
subjects
for
photographs," Morgan said.
"In the course of routine of
their daily lives, people don't
notice what's around them."
The former James Madison
University student has
received 40 state and regional
awards for his news photos,
including Best in Show in 1971
by the Virginia Press
Association.
Morgan's
portfolio was selected last
year as one of the top five in
the State by the Virginia News
Photographers Association.
Morgan, a Valley native,
was
introduced
to
photography through working
at The Shenandoah Valley
Herald, a weekly, as a junior
in high school. Although he
had joined the newspaper as a
sports writer, Morgan was

asked to take pictures to
accompany his sports stories.
Using his father's camera,
Morgan became interested in
Kholography and discovered
e could "communicate better
through a picture than I could
through words."
As Morgan began taking
pictures he realized "it suited
my personality better because
I want everything right now,"
he said. "After I take a photo
and develop, I can see it."
Photographers, unlike artists,
get the "finished product
faster," Morgan said.
As Morgan grew more
interested in photography, he
wrote fewer stories and
focused his attention toward
taking pictures and doing
some production on the
newspaper.
Since he has had no formal
training in photography.

Morgan said he spent "a lot of
time with trial and error" in
learning camera techniques.
"I read a lot and looked at
other photographers' work."
After graduating from high
school, Morgan attended JMU
but he wasn't interested in
school-"All I wanted to do
was take pictures.'"
He
attended the university parttime for two and a half years
and then dropped out to work
as a photographer for The
Valley Herald.
One year later, Morgan had
"a change of purpose" and
returned to JMU.
"Before I was just here
because people said you
should go to college," Morgan
said. "I came back because I
wanted to learn."
Morgan
became
photography editor for The
Breeze and discovered that

his job at the Valk
newspaper had given hi ui
experience in the ' 're ig
■q
world"
"I was able to understand j
meeting deadlines and beir pe
sincere and responsible
what I was doing," he said,
editor of a staff of six or eij
[fhotographers, Morgj
earned to "work with otl
people and share ideas."

'In the c o
ofthevt
peopi tt
what'* h
After graduating frorj
JMU, Morgan returned
work full-time at The Valle c
Herald.
Although Morga tc
said he probably could hav r
gotten a job with a dail* a
paper, he returned to the
Woodstock weekly because h'
like the Valley and the peoplepn
"I have more opportunitjid
to have my work published,!
he said.
"At dailies od
photographers are constantly
complaining that they don' p

-t
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iral angle
lie opportunity to get
injures published."
gh some Valley
eporters can take
photos, Morgan, as
er's only staff
her, finds himself in
of situations which
or
photographic
m.
hag a variety of
fceeps a photographer

routine

le vea.
tinice
9

a hem

ori toes, according to
t
lie constantly thinking
ga to improve a picture
avr a subject from a
»iljt angle," he said. "It
th e from falling into a
h'
jle an said he also meets
lit ids of people" by
d, ; at a
weekly-esody from the local
ltlfi to the old farmer
m' plows with a horse."

The slower pace of the
newspaper also allows
Morgan to "do things that
maybe with a daily I wouldn't
have the time or space to do."
The Valley Photographer
also teaches photojournalism
at JMU.
He teaches the
fundamentals of photography
and encourages the students
"to be come aware of your
environment."
Morgan has had a portfolio
published in Commonwealth
Magazine and has submitted
photos to the Associated
Press and United Press
International wires. He also
freelances as a wedding
photographer.
Although a photographer
will not become "rich" on a
rural paper, Morgan said he is
satisfied at The Valley Herald
and probably would not move
to a daily unless financial
considerations become a
dominant factor.
"There's a trend for
photographers to go to a rural
area
where
working
conditions are better and
there's not a daily routine,"
Morgan said.
Some persons would say a
rural photographer doesn't
have the prestige of a daily
newspaper photographer,
according to Morgan.
"But I would argue that."

%

THE CATTAILS (far left) were taken during a
snowfall on rural farmlands. Snow again
provided Morgan with an award-winning
photo when a little girl (left) stepped out of a
ticket line at a Woodstock movie theatre to

taste the first few flakes. A brother and sister
(above) were playing in Woodstock
neighborhood streets when Morgan took this
photo.
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Special ed gets grants
The James
Madison
University special education
department has received
three grants totaling $165,000.
The first grant, for $115,000.
is from the Bureau of the
Education
for
the
Handicapped. Funds from
this grant will be utilized to
strengthen the graduate
programs in the areas of
emotional disturbance,
learning disabilities, severe
profound,
and
multihandicapped, and pre-school
handicapped
The department- has

received a second grant from
the State Department of
Education to establish a
technical assistance center
for
the
preschool
handicapped.
The grant
award was for $45,000 and
calls for the delivery of
technical assistance to 32
school divisions.
The third grant is in the
form of a sub-contract from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University.
The $5,000 received under
this grant will be utilized
to defrav the costs of
delivering the three courses.

WERNER'S 7 DAV MARKET
. •

u

PARTY PACKAGE STORE
915 South High St. 434-6095

\

Thur-fri-Sat
Michelob "Football Special"
»
•

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS

"LITTLE WINE CELLAR"

1.99

Budweiser 8 oz. "Party Pac of 8" 1.69
TuborgGold Party Pac (12)
2.99
Pearl Extra Light "Texas special"l .59
Heineken Holland Import Flavor3.69
Party Kegs SchlitzGusto 7V% gal
17.95
Party Kegs Blue Ribbon 7 V% gal 15.95
Party Kegs Bud
29.00
Blue 15 gal
23.95
Zodiac Malt Liquor "Big Z".
1.49
Gallo rose* -burg-chablis
5.49
Taylor's Calif. Wine Cellars
'
Asst. 1.5 Its.
2.99
Liebfraumilch "Good Monk"
German imp.
2.49
Lancers Rose* red& white
Portugal imp
3.69
Mazzoni Lambrusco Italian Imp 1.99
YagoredS white Spain Imp.
2.19
Seifert Liebfraumilch Ger. Imp 2.69

\

*v

Milk Shenandoah Pride gal jug

j 59

Eggs "extra large A" farm fresh
doz.
Sausage Esskay quality
|D

79*
99*

Chip beef Esskay quality

79*

pkg

Jamestown Country Ham
center slices
pkg 2.19
Sweet apple cider 1 gal
Apples
fancy eating
bag 49*
Pepsi Cola "King Size'ho deposit 1.19
* Champagne P&W - cold duck
"J. Roget" 2/5.00
Notary Service-Western Union
Daily -Sunday newspapers
30% Discount on all Photo Work
Color & Black and White

Nog. 14-19 8 p.m.
Utimer-Shaeffer Theatre
Reservations 433-6260
$2,507*1.50 with JMU ID

x.

J \M

tfH

WE FEATURE
Reasonably Priced Food
**********

* 50 item soup and >f
*
Salad Bar
*
**********

4344)505
Port Road &J-81

Beside,
Howard Johnsons! "
HarftMfeyrtVa.

Steaks, Seafood, Chicken
Sandwiches and Spaghetti
Lucheon Buffet
Private Meeting Rooms
Available
Come Early For An Enjoyable
Evening Meal & Top Entertain*
menf
Wed. Thurs. Fri.& Sat.

• After Enjoying A Delicious Meal
GO BELOW to the :
Open Wed. - Sat.
with live entertainment
(Thun.-Ladles Nijht)

This week:

BARNSTORM
LARGE
DANCE FLOOR
8:30 -MIDNIGHT
• •Welcomes all MADISON Students* •

h
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"PREPARE FOR COLD WEATHER"

Chapel still considered

We Have Antlfreeze-Hoses-Thermostats- j
*""*\
Batteries Tune-Up Materials
liflW^

By KEVIN KEEGAN
A meditation room to be
located under the Warren
University Union theatre
addition has been tentatively"
approved, according to
Student
Government
Association president Darrell
Pile.
The proposal is "going
through committee (Student
Services Committee), and
we're waiting for final
approval," Pile said.
Plans for a James Madison
University chapel are already
being considered by the
administration, according to
the SGA vice president.
"The chapel is going to be
one of our (SGA) major
objectives next semester,"
Dave Martin said.
While planning continues
for a meditation room and
eventually a chapel here, at
least two other major Virginia
universities already have oncampus chapels.
Both the University of
Virginia and the College of
William and Mary have nondenominational chapels on
campus.
The chapel at U.Va. was
built with money from private
donations, according to a
university official there.
The functions'of the U.Va.
chapel include student

REGULAR STUDENT DISCOUNTS |

MOTOR PARTS Of HAfiftlSONBUftO
55S N. MAIN ST.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllHIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~

IrV 5
New York Style

PIZZA

SO • OFF ANY PIZZA
w/coupon
Beer Now on Tap
Sun.-Thurs. 11AM-12 n. Jnight
Fri-Sat.
11 AM-1 AM

434-5375
778 E. Market

Fast Carry Out

')

Announcing our Fall

*BE WARM' SALE
reg sioo

now $9.95

ChamOiS

reg $17.95

now $14.50

Wool

reg $22.95

now $18.95

Organizational work has
already begun for the JMU
meditation room, according to
Martin.
"I have to meet with the
campus religious leaders this
week," Martin said, "so we
can decide what type of
furnishing will be necessary
for the room."
"We also have to do
something about the interior
of the place," Martin said.
"Right now it looks just like a
basement," which Martin said
is not very conducive to
meditation.

The James
Madison
University Forensics team
won the W.W.
Chaff in
Travelling Trophy as the
school which compiled the
best overall record in .the
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
Invitational
tournament held Nov. 3-4 at
Bridgewater College.
The varsity duo of Lynn
White and Angie Hochmeister
finished the six preliminary
rounds with a 5-1 record and
advanced
into
the
tournament's championship
round where they were
defeated by VMI.
They
finished the tournament in
second place.
Third place finishers were
JMU team members, John
Humphreys
and
Steve
Holsinger. The two compiled
a 4-2 record in the preliminary
rounds.
Illlllll

Both the teams of Jim Ishee
and Kit Brechtelsbauer, and
Charles Bond and Anne
Edmonds compiled a 3-3
record in the tournament.
Ishee and Brechtelsbauer won
the trophy for fifth place.
Top speaker in the
tournament
was
John
Humphreys
and
Angie
Hochmeister was third. Lynn
White won the award tor
fourth place speaker and
Steve Holsinger was fifth.
Two JMU students were
elected to Regional Student
offices at the tournament.
Angie Hochmeister was
elected Region Three's
student president and Kit
Brechtelsbauer was elected
the vice-president. The four
areas which make up Region
Three are Virginia, Maryland,
West Virginia and Washington
D.C.

IHIMHHIHMNJMH

JMU Students
Came By and Ulslt

Sleeping Bags (Down & HOIIOW ID

h

Unlike the proposed JMU
chapel, neither the UVA nor
the W&M chapels have
student religious services on a
regular basis.

JMU debate team
awarded trophy

■ IIIIIIIIIM

Shifts by Coming Attractions
Flannel

weddings, honor society
initiations, concerts, group
religious meetings, and
funerals, Frank Finger said.
The chapel at William and
Mary was built along with the
original institution, and is
located in the Wren building,
according to a college public
relations official.
The Colonial Williamsburg
organization maintains the
college owned Wren building
as one of the historic
landmarks of the area,
Theresa Rollings said.
Besides tours, the functions
of the W&M chapel include
student weddings, organ
recitals,
honor society
initiations, and occasional
religious services, Rollings
sai

NOW OPEN!

Lupus-reg

reg $ 86.00

$ 79.95

long

reg $ 92.00

$ 85.95

Ursa Major reg

reg $10200

$ 94.85

long

reg J 10900

$ 99.95

SIS E. Mart*

$129.95

(formerly Codric'i location)

Highlight

reg $145.95

EATING FOR BREAKFAST

Goose Down Outerwear
VeStS

reg $44 95

$38.95

ParkaS

reg $6695

$57.95

like Steak t Egg* — Ham ft Eggs — Sausage ft Eggs
Fiash Homamoda Biscuits - UnllmHad Caflaal
We also feature
Stoafc ft Biscuits — Ham ft Biscuit* — Sausage ft Biscuits

\-+*-t
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Volleyball team 'ready for states here tonight
JMU seeded third in four-team tournament
"We're ready," is the
general consensus from
JMU's volleyball team as they
begin competition tonight in
the Virginia Federation of
Intercollegiate Sports for
Women State Tournament
here.
"If we're playing our game
we can beat any team there,"
said
co-captain
Laura
Wakeman and the rest of the
team is
echoing her
sentiments.
JMU will compete this
weekend against Virginia
Commonwealth University,
Virginia Tech and Radford
College.
The Duchesses, having
compiled an overall winning

record of 22-13, go into the
tournament with a 1-2 division
record.
They defeated
Radford earlier this year but
were beaten in competition for
seeding by VCU and Tech.
VCU. seeded first, has been
JMU's biggest rival on the
court in season's past. This
year is no different.
"Skill wise we're about the
same,"
according
to
Wakeman. "We just have to
get together mentally and we
can beat them."
The Duchesses have been
defeated twice by VCU this
year in close matches and are
looking for their first win
against them in three years.
The two teams will meet at

Sports

10:00 am tomorrow.
JMU will first have to
contend with Tech, however,
as they take on the Gobblers
tonight.
Tech will also prove to be
tough competition in their
second place seeding. They
have built their team's
strength considerably since
last year. They have a strong
serving and blocking team.
"We can't overlook that
factor," said setter Kellie
Patrick. "We really want to
beat VCU but we have to win
over Tech first. It's added
incentive."
Fourth-seeded Radford
comes into the tournament
with a division record of 0-3.

After a surprising victory
over Tech last weekend which
did not count for seeding.
Radford brings a strong
defensive team. What they
lack on offense they make up
with an effective blocking
defense.
JMU will take to the court a
team striving toward an even
match of both defense and
offense. The Duchesses' prior
victories have been attributed
to a well-rounded team effort.
"We haven i introduced
anything new in prectice,"
said
sophomore
Teri
Wrightson.
"We're just
brushing up on the basics and
we're ready to win."

Schedule
of games
FRIDAY 7:00 p.m.
VCU vs Radford
Tech vs. JMU
SATURDAY 10:00 a.m.
VCU vs JMU
Radford vs Tech
1:00 p.m.
VCU vs Tech
JMU vs Radford
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Football against Emory and Henry:

Game tomorrow may be biggest

JOE SHOWKER kicks his 25th extra point of the season which
broke a JMU record. The Dukes travel to Emory and Henry
tomorrow in what may prove to be their biggest game of the
season.

photo by Bob Ross

By DENNIS SMITH
Tomorrow's game against
Emory & Henry could be the
biggest in the Dukes'short
football existence.
If the Dukes win they have
a good chance of receiving a
NCAA Division III playoff
berth. If they lose the season
will be over.
Only^eight teams receive
bids, which are handed out
nation-wide. Four teams get
regional bids and four receive
at large bids. The bids will be
announced
Sunday
or
Monday.
The Dukes returned to the
Top Ten this week, after a four
week absense. JMU is
presently ranked ninth.
The Dukes should have few
problems handling the Wasps,
who are 2-6. The Wasps' only
two victories have come in the
last three weeks, against
Washington & Lee 18-17 and
Bridgewater.
Although the game is a
apparent mismatch, JMU
head football coach Challace
McMillin is hesitant about
predicting a victory.

"Emory & Henry has really
been coming on the last three
weeks," he said. "They've
won two of their last three
games and they've always
played us tough."
The Wasps have been
reiving on many freshmen
and sophomores this season,
and McMillin believes this is
the reason for the team's
record.
Freshman quarterback
Marty Browder has carried
the Wasps' offense most of the
season. He has thrown for
1,240 yards and completed 86
of 179 passes for a 49 percent
completion average. He has
also thrown five touchdowns.
Browder's main targets are
John Wilson who has caught 39
passes for 586 yards and two
touchdowns, and Dave Booth
who has received 24 passes for
363 yards.
Browder is also the team's
second leading rusher. He has
gained 199 yards inll8 carries.
The team's leading rusher is
Doug Crocket who as gained
238 vards on 70 carries.

Soccer team loses bid for VISA title
2-1 loss to William and Mary knocks Dukes from race
By PAUL McFARLANE
WILLIAMSBURG-For the
third time in as many years,
the soccer team failed to at
least share the state
championship.
Losing to William and
Mary 2-1 Wednesday, the
Dukes were eliminated from
the Virginia Intercollegiate
Soccer Association playoffs.
The Indians will play either
Lynchburg
College
or
Randolph Macon for the state
championship. A date for that
has not been set.
JMU won the VISA
tournament from 1972-*75
except for 1974 when it shared
the title.
"It's a very difficult loss,
especially for the seniors,"
said JMU head coach Bob
Vanderwarker. "They (the

seniors)
came
in
as
champions and they wanted to
go out as champions.
"I
think
we're
disappointed, but I'm proud of
the way we came back and
strived to win it."
The
Dukes
found
themselves in a hole early,
giving up a goal within two
minutes on the rain-drenched
field.
Kip Germain put his
Indians ahead at the 1:50
mark of the first half. Taking
a pass from Rob Olson,
Germain skidded the ball
passed a diving Jim Edwards
to the right into the corner of
the net.
If it weren't for several
food saves on Edwards' part,
Ml) would have been routed
in the first half. Edwards was
credited with five first half

saves. William and Mary got
off 14 shots in the half.
"Jimmy made some
outstanding saves,1'
Vanderwarker said. "The two
(goals) he was beaten on, he
had no chance. We had two
defensive lapses and had to
pay for it."
William and Mary got its
second goal 12:23 into the
second half. Assisted by Bill
Watson. Olson, wide open,
ripped a shot off the bottom of
the crossbar deflecting into
the net.
Down two goals, JMU tried
to apply pressure, and shifted
the momentum but failed to
tie the score.
With 12:20 remaining in the
game. Casey Stemper took a
good shot which keeper Steve
Gallop saved, but knocked
over the endline creating a

corner kick. Dave Dragelin
took the corner, putting the
ball in front of the net. Tom
Hochkeppel and Stemper
battled for the ball, and
Stemper pushed the ball into
the goal.
JMU put on additional
pressure but could not score.
"I think we got a little tired
at the end," said William and
Mary coach Al Albert. "It
was a scare at the end, I'll tell
you that."
Overall, JMU was outshot
28-17. Gallop, who didn't have
to make a save in the first
half, stopped four shots in the
second.
The
Dukes
season
concludes tomorrow at 2:00
p.m. against 'the Naval
Academy
in
.Madison
Stadium

Jeff Leach is the Wasps'
other ball carrier. He had
gained 180 yards on 65 rushes.
The Dukes have never lost
to Emory & Henry. In the
previous meeting, JMU has
won three and tied one. In 1st
season's opener, the Dukes
downed the Wasps 7-3.
JMU's tailback Butch
Robinson is still questionable
for this week's game. He has
missed the previous two
games with a
bruised
shoulder.
Starting in his place will be
freshman Jim Fields.
The ga me starts a 11:30 and
will be broadcast, as usual,
over WMRA (90.7 FM)
beginning at 1:15.

Duchesses
successful;
13-6 record
By RON HARTLAUB
Though it did not enjoy the
glory of the previous season,
the JMU field hockey team
completed a successful 1978
season, posting a 13-6 record
and a fifth place finish in the
state tournament.
"I'm very satisfied with
our season, especially the
performance at the state
tournament," said coach
Janet Luce. "We put it all
together against Hollins (in
the consolation round final)
and played very well."
"I think most of us are
really satisfied with the way it
ended up, considering the
competition we had," junior
attacker Theresa Williams
said.
One
challenge
the
Duchesses had to live up to
was their sucqess of the
previous season. "I think we
were expected to do better
because of last year," said
Sue Deremer.
To
match
the
accomplishments of the 1977
squad would have been almost
impossible., That year, JMU
recorded a 17-3-3 record,
(Continued on Page IK)

attend JMU
A group of Harrisonburg
businessmen has expressed an
interest in doing everything within
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association (NCAA) recruiting
regulations to urge Harrisonburg
High School's Ralph Sampson to
attend James Madison University and
continue his basketball career in the
JMU basketball program.
The committee's objective is to
make known to Sampson its desire to
see him attend James Madison
University and play collegiate
basketball in the JMU program. The
group also intends to encourage other
area residents to urge Sampson to
remain in Harrisonburg and attend
JMU.
The chairman of the committee is
William Harris of United Virginia
Bank-Spotswood. Other members of

the committee include Zane Showker
of Harrisonburg Fruit and Produce
Company, Walt Trobaugh of Nielsen
Construction Company, Inc., Lathan
Mims of the Daily News-Record, Art
Hamilton of WHSV-TV, D. P. Davis
Jr. of Davis and Associates AIA, and
Warren Denton of Denton Furniture
Company.
Sampson, a 7'2" center, is one of
the top high school basketball
prospects in the nation and it comes
as no surprise that JMU head coach
Lou Campanelli would like to have
Sampson stay at home and join the
JMU basketball program.
Campanelli has made it clear that
he and his staff intend to work hard
during the next several months to
make that happen.
"We have visited with Ralph in his
home and we were encouraged by our

visit," Campanelli said. "We realize Division III team. JMU is now
of course, that Ralph will be highly Division I with the likes of the
recruited, but we really feel like it will University of Virginia, Virginia Tech,
be a tremendous asset not only to our William & Mary, Old Dominion,
basketball program but to the entire V.M.I, and Virginia Commonwealth
Harrisonburg community to have University on its schedule.
In the two years at the Division I
Ralph attend JMU."
"We are certainly going to level, the Dukes have compiled a
encourage Ralph to continue his record of 35-17 (.673).
In six years at JMU, Campanellis'
college career in his hometown where
his parents and friends can see him teams have an overall record of 108-48
play for the next four years," (.692).
Campanelli said.
"Personally, I
"We certainly appreciate the
think Ralph would have a very
rewarding
and ' challenging support of the local committee and we
hope that the Harrisonburg
experience at JMU."
Campanelli realizes what a player community will get behind us in our
of Sampson's ability can do for the effort to encourage Ralph to attend
JMU basketball program at this stage JMU," Campanelli said. "It goes
without saying that Ralph would be a
of its development.
tremendous addition to our basketball
Six years ago, the Dukes were a program."

Injuries are feared, frustrating and costly
By DAN McNEIL
The memory of the Chicago
Bears' running back Gale
Sayers, at the pinnacle of a
brief but brilliant career,
being helped off the field with
his knee bent in an unnatural
and sickening way is perhaps
symbolic of the frustration
and despair a football player
must endure when confronted
with injury.
The frustration of watching
the team perform while the
injured player is confined to
the sideline is inevitable.
"I feel like I'm part of the
team, but I'm not producing. I

feel like dead weight, almost
in a state of oblivion,"
commented defensive tackle
Larry Rogers.
Rogers was injured early in
the year and will retain a year
of eligibility under the rules
which allows a player five
years if the player is inactive
for one year.
Rogers said he was looking
forward to preparing for next
year, but for some of his
teammates, there is no next
year
*u-Seniors appearing in their
final
home game last
Saturday in JMU's win over

TOWSON STATE'S Tony Tsonis found out that
injuries can keep you out of a game. He missed
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Shippensburg State, were
announced to the crowd, and
two players donned only a
jersey.
"My last home game I had
to crutch across the field,"
said David Huffer, who was
flanked by teammate Rick
Burkhart
during
the
introductions.
Huffer's injury was the
most serious injury suffered
by any Duke this tall,
undergoing what his doctor
termed
"a
total
reconstruction of the knee."
The senior letterman has
missed five weeks of class and

much of the Towson-JMU game played here
earlier this year.
p^,, by L,wronc* amor*on
i ■ i

J
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spent the last two
weeks
on his back bed at his home.
"It's really disappointing to
get hurt your senior year
because it's the one you
remember the
most."
Adding
to
his
disappointment
is
the
realization that a potentially
productive season
has
vanished.
"When we first started out
at the beginning of the year, I
was feeling really good about
the season. I was getting to
play a lot at tight end and
swingback. It's been a real
disappointing season because
it would have been my best
year."
A positive attitude is not
easily acquired when one is
married to a cast, but Huffer
tries to maintain a bright
outlook when he reflects back
on 1978.
"I was happy to contribute
to the team the first four
games. If they make the
playoffs, I feel I will have done
all I could."
One
of
the
most
knowledgeable people on the
subject of injuries is obviously
the man in charge of treating
them.
"The knee was not made to
play football," noted JMU
head trainer Ron Stefancin.
"It is the most volatile and
unstable joint in the body, and
the most frequent injury in
football."
Stefancin believes a certain
amount of conditioning
lessens the chance of knee
problems.
"The knee has no muscle,
so a player must strengthen
the muscles, aroound the knee,
muscles such as the
hamstring and the calf. If he
strengthens those muscles he
can reduce the chance of
injury and increase the
strength of the joint,' the
trainer concluded.
Stefancin ruled out the
possibility of Astroturf being a
factor in the proliferation of
injuries because of a lack of
data on the turf.
Swingback Bucky Knox has
had two meetings with the turf
he would like to forget,
especially the first crash
landing.
. '•
On the third day of
preseason practice Knox dove
for a ball and landed on his
shoulder, incurring a three
degree separation which
rendered him inactive for the
first four games of 1978.
'

J

.

■ .

>,.,'• ;»i

i i

Knox reinsured the same
shoulder in the same way in
the contest with Shippensburg
on the second to last play of
the game. His status for the
Emory and Henry game is
doubtful and he hopes
Saturday was not his last fling
with football.
"When I came back I
thought I was alright and then
I get hurt again," Knox said.
"I played last Saturday like it
was my last game since it was
my final home game."
The memory of the
damaging play lingers in the
injured player's mind.
"That play runs through
my head all the time. I can
see it now just like it was
yesterday," stated Huffer. "I
knew when I got hit the season
was all over."
Larry Rogers' account is
similar to that of Huffer's.
"I was chasing the Ferrum
College quarterback (in a
preseason scrimmage) and
the guy dove for my knee. It
was a square hit, my knee was
wobbling from side to side,"
Said Rogers. "I knew I was
hurt as soon as the block was
made."
Injuries just take a split
second, but they can wipe out
an entire season for a player.

RICK BURKHART got a few
lumps and bruises in the
William and Mary game.
photo by Mark Thompson
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Service Parts of Harrisonburg,
Inc.

* Field hockey—
two assists, the
junior
attacker was the top scorer
for JMU with 20 points.
"I thought she (Marovelli)
played very well," said Luce.
"She's just a good all-around
player."

U'onllnurd from \'.<%<■ |6>

winning both the state and
regional titles, but failing to
place in the national
tournament.
This year, the Duchesses
were faced with the task of
filling several holes opened
due to graduation. Only four
starters returned from the
previous year, leaving Luce
to rebuild the team with many
younger players.
JMU started the season
with a six-game winning
string. Lock Haven State, who
handed the Duchesses their
only regular season loss in
1977, stopped the string at six.
Lock Haven managed a 3-2
victory with a late second half
goal.
After a pair of impressive
victories over Ohio State and
Louisville, JMU hit a fourgame losing skid, in which the
offense scored only two goals.
Luce noted the losses came
against some tough teams,
and her team didn't play poor
hockey. Three of the four
contests were lost by one goal.

Freshman Traci Davis
proved to be a strong
newcomer on the Duchesses
roster. Davis led the team in
assists with seven, and tied
junior Kim Bosse for second in
goals scored with nine.
Other top goal scorers for
JMU include Nancy Koury
(7), Deremer <4) and Joanne
Murphy (3). Willliams was
second on the team in assists
with six.
In goal, the duty was split
between junior Diane Darling
and sophomore Cheryl
Stukey. In 12 games. Darling
allowed nine goals, while
Stukey admitted 12 scores in
nine appearances. On the
season, JMU outscored their
opposition, 55-21.
Defender Julie Hull will be
the only graduating senior on
the team. Though she only
contributed two goals and
three assists, her presence
both on and off the field will be
deeply missed by JMU next
season.

The schedule softened up,
and the Duchesses mounted
three more victories going
into the state playoffs.
Included in the streak was a 20 triumph over a strong
Virginia
Tech team.
William and Mary ended
the Duchesses hopes of taking
the state title for the second
straight year. After a 3-1 loss,
JMU rebounded to win two
games and finish fifth.
Erin Marovelli had her
second straight 18-goal season
to lead the Duchesses. With

"We will miss her skill, but
even more, her leadership.
She was really an asset as a
leader," said Luce.
Darling also felt the talent
and leadership of Hull will
be hard to replace on the
defense.
"She gets everybody really
motivated. She's never down,
but always optimistic. She

Looking for ERIE?
Look to: Harley Showalter
Insurance Agency, Inc.
We have the superior insurance
service to go with the superior
(insurance products of the
ERIEINSURANCE GROUP
EWE
INSURANCE
GROUP

Phone 434-3844 434-5750

SCHEDULE?

Consider these 3rd - 8 week
Block Courses
HE 305-301 Adult Education M^f 0800-0850
HE 330-301 Family Relations AATWT 1505-1620
HE 378-301 Management MTWT 1505-1620
tor Aging
HE 490-002 Working with FamiliesTTl 050-1205

No Prerequisites

Home Economics
Department
B »33*-5fcfr
IS PROUD TO PRESENT

EHCLUSIUE boohinc aarnts

formation.

OUTHSIOE Of THE SKY
A UNIQUE BLEND Of TOP 40 AND COUNTRY DOCK N ROLL

'OU'LL LOUE THE THUNDER!!!

53 Kenmore St.
(near DAAV)

Harrisonburg, Va. 434-5931

WEEKEND
COUPON
SPECIAL

Rt. 33 East across from Valley Mall
FIESTA
SAMPLER
$1.50 OFFNOW $1.79

14N Liberty St. HburgVa

Planning Your Second Semester

f**N

--=•

Wholesale Distributors
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS & EQUIPMENT
We sell wholesale only, to all JMU
students. Master Charge Welcome

helps everybody else to be
able to read the plays."
But with ten starters
returning, the outlook for the
1979 field hockey season
should be promising.
"I think we'll have a super
team next year," Williams
said. "We're really looking
forward to it."

CANTINA
DINNER
$1.00 OFFNOW $1.49

..ENCHILADA
PLATE
$1.00 OFF-NOW $1.59

I Chili Enchilada
1 Chili Enchilada 1 Cheese Enchilada
l Cheese Enchilada 1 Taco
2 Chili Enchiladas
1 Taco
1 Tostada
Rice
1 Nacho
Beans
Beans
Frijoles
Rice
Expires 11-12-78
Rice
Expires 11-12-78
Expires 11-12-78

C
A

TAPE
T

$

$

£
T
T
£
$

FRIDAY N0U.I0
SAT. NOUII

RKCtTO

Don't
Miss
it!!

ft

A
C
K
$

178S.MuonS«.
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Swimmers look to improve
With
three swimmers
who among them hold 13
school records and greater
overall team strength than
last year, the James Madison
University women's
swimming team looks to
improve last season's 2-5
mark in 1978-79.
The Duchesses, who were
scheduled to open their dual
meet season yesterday at the
University of Richmond, will
be led by senior Frances
Kelley, and sophomores Mary
Kate Ferguson and Maria
Grosz.
Kelley, a team captain and
a three-year veteran of the
team, holds eight individual
JMU swimming records. Her
record-setting times have
come in the 200-yard, 500-yard
and 1650-yard freestyle, the
100-yard
and
200-yard
butterfly,
the 200-yard
backstroke, and the 200-yard
and 400-yard individual
medley.,
Ferguson is the
JMU

record-holder in the 50-yard,
100-yard
and
200-yard
breaststroke, while Grosz
holds the school marks in the
50-yard
and
100-yard
fre**?*".''*. In addition to the
breaststroke, Ferguson also
competes in the individual
medley for the Duchesses.
Among the other swimmers
returning for JMU are senior
co-captain Anita Callahan,
junior
Connie
Hogge,
sophomore Diane Quigg,
Carol Randall and Shirley
Hadley.
Callahan, a member of four
relay teams that hold JMU
records, swims freestyle and
butterfly, while Hogge swims
backstroke and freestyle.
Quigg is a freestyler and
Randall swims backstroke
and butterfly. Hadley is the
Duchesses' only diver.
The 1978-79 Duchesses will
be a young squad, with only
two seniors and one junior
and 17 freshmen and
sophomores on the team.

The University Square
• Just $1.00 will lay away
(your Christmas items at
The University Square.

Wilson Hall 7:30 & 9:30 PM
$1.00w/ID $1.50 guest

:■:■

v.

JMU THEATRE
and
STRATFORD
PLAYERS PRESENT

faRwute

•

* Large selection of sweaters,
| blouses, skirts, slacks, dresses,
! coordinates, disco outfits and
accessories.

I

• Personalized service to make |
| your shopping easy and enjoyable. |
SBPC honored here
;■;:

ft**.!* St.
:30 - 5:00 Mon. - Sot
till 9:00 pm
Thurt 6 Fri nights

VALLEY SPORTS CENTER
Check us for in stock lettering and
screen printing for FRATERNITIES
SORORITIES. AND DORMS
(JERSEYS, TEESHIRTS
AND NYLON JACKETS)

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
(Nov. 10-12) 8pm.
Wampler Experimental Theatre
Admission $1.00

* Once homed w potto oi twwpv

"TEAM PRICES"

VALLEY SPORTS ANNEX
SKIS AND ACCESSORIES
(clothing, poles, bindings, etc.)
Valley Sports Center
107 E. Water St.
434-6580
Valley Sports Annex
124S.Main
433-8185
OPEN 9-9 Wed. Thurs. & Fri. nites

f
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ClaSSifiedS

By Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury

Lost

DR.
CAVENDISH?

LOST:
Pair of glasses,
silver rims, photo dark, call
Jim Curd at 433-8994 or take to
Warren University Union.

YES!
Y0UMUST
0ERJLEY!

YES, MA'AM. I WAS WELL.THEiHE
Asm? TO Bum MR. AUHERE
DUKE OVER HERB TO AND MOST
MEET YOUR CHINESE ANXIOUS ID
STUDENTS. MEET HIM!

IDONT KNOW IF YOU'RE
AWARE OF THE IMfHCTW
MADE IN PEKING, MR. DUKE.
APPARENTLY, YOUR TENURE
THERE WAS MUCH DISCUSSED!

R1LEY.WHY/S IF YOU
THIS WOMAN COULD fMSORRY,
SHRIEKING JUST SIGN MSI
HERE, TALKING
ATMB?
MA'AM.. WO LOUD?
\

found
KEYS: on blue "Gemini" key
chain. Call Lynne at 5775 to
claim.

for Sal*
FOR SALE: Nikkormat FT-2
camera. 50 mm F-2 lens,
case, accessories.
$225
negotiable. Call Mark at 4589.
HOUSING CONTRACT: for
spring semester. Call Carol
433-5422.
HOUSING CONTRACT in
Showalter Apts. Will pro rate.
Call Deby 434-5420 for now or
spring semester.
HOUSING CONTRACT for
spring semester, for female.
Call Marsha 433-5523.
HOME,
now
under
contraction on 7"2 acres of
land just 5'2 miles from town.
Featuring three bedrooms,
two baths, carport, family
room in basement with
fireplace on beautiful wooded
acreage with fantastic view.
Buy now and choose your
color scheme.
Call Dean
Contractors, 833-8551 after 5
p.m.
ATTENTION
OUTDOORS
PEOPLE:
Raichle Teton
boots, men's 10 m. Excellent
condition.
$55.
Alpine
Designs Blue 65-35 Parka.
Never worn. $45. Call 4332247.
TYPING SERVICE: Rhonda
Craig 433-1868. No calls after
9:30 p.m.
SKIS: Volkyl 190 cm metal.
Long and fast. Just waxed.
Call Chuck 434-4722 or 434-0253
after 5. $45.
SAVE 30 to 70 PERCENT: at
Waynesboro Discount
Furniture.
We
sell
closeouts, scratched and
dented, seconds, overruns,
etc. Something for everyone's
budget. You simply can not
beat out prices.
Also
catalogue sales.
490 N.
Charlotte
Ave.
in
Waynesboro, Va., across from
Stanley Furniture Co. Open
10-6Mon-Sat. 703-943-0972

Job*
McDONALDS:
Now
accepting applications for
part time help at our Carl ton
Street Store. We are looking
for 15-20 qualified individuals
for the following time slots:
day, short shift nights, closing
and weekends.
Apply in
person.
COLLECT NAMES: $1 each.
Free details. Send stamped,
addressed envelope to:
Smith. Box 170A-R1, Redoak,
Va. 23964.
CLERK, tour guide, good pay,
flexible hours. Contact Bob
249-2451, Grand Caverns, Va.

Personal*
TO THE WILD ONES: from
this point on .to be known as
Windy. V2. T.F.O..
The
Ripper, SB., Wop, Big Stick
and Clip. We love you all.
Signed. B3. F2. et al
DEBIE & LORI: I'd love to
meet you on the hill!! Can I
bring my favorite man? I love
small group events.
Tall,
Dark & Bi.

60f2n&au--.
SIR, 17fS A
GREAT HONOR m IS THIS
TDMEETTHE STRANGE
I FORMER AMLITTLE
'.3ASSAD0RTD
MAN?0.
° OUR COUNTRY-

THIS ISNT
HAPPENING..
\

0

SIR!
IT'S ME,
HONEY!

0URLEABERS MAY8EIFI
SMLTALK
SHOW HIM MY
ABOUTYDU
LU6ER, HE'LL
WrTH AWE.. GO AMY..

IDONTGET
IT. I'M A RESPONSIBLB
CONSUMER..

(THIS IS MR.
DUKE. I USED
TD BE HIS
TRANSLATOR!)

SIR.!

I

WHAT THE..
OH, MY

600! *

I ONLY use
THE BEST PRODUCT. I NEVER
MISCALCULATE
DOSAGES.

IMANEXClWGe
STUDENT NOW!
RIGHT HERB AT
GEORGETOWN!

m

2*1

/JlZzi

HONBy!

BRAIN TO
EYEBALLS:
UILL N0T
COMPUTE!

SO WHY AM I
SURROUNDED BY
TINY, PANTING
ORIENTALS? <=

(HES REALLY
A GREAT GUY.
HBS JUST A
LITTLE SHY.)

\

Crock

By Bill Rechin & Brant Parker

Personals
FAMILY:
Oaktonites and
adoptees unite at
Squire
Hill!
Your Springtime
Momma's killing »ne!
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Fool 'n' Me

By David Hagen

LA RONDE:
Banned in
Europe but coming soon at
JMU. Friday through Sunday
in Wampler Experiemental
Theatre.
NIMLOTH:
We still
remember, we who dwell in
this far land beneath the trees
the starlight on the Western
Seas. Happy Birthday elf.
Love George.
HANDSOME: "You and I will
make each night a first, every
day a beginning."
This
weekend-our new beginning.
I'll love you Forever. Yours,
R.B.

Wings

ByAAarkLegan

JOHNS STUD SERVICE
FOR MALES: We specialize
in all forms of pleasure;
please come by for a free
demonstration.
TO HIS HOLINESS IN
EXILE: I have no one to
threaten with death and
destruction.
I don't even
carry a knife any more. The
Pagan.
BIG SISTER MARY: A real
friend is someone who, when
you've made a fool of yourself,
doesn't think you've done a
permanent job. With Love,
Your Little Sis. Hope.
DELTA
SIGMA
PI
PLEDGES: Your time is
near. Friday night is a time
you will remember--you may
want to forget it though!
Good luck- The Bros.
AMY: Can you guess what
your surprise is?
You're
going to be suprised then.
John.
WAZ: We didn't renig. You
just didn't collect. Time has
run out. Regretfully yours,
"The Doobies Sisters" L & S
A
MI
GIMNASTICO
MACHOTE:
I
feliz
compleanos 'a mi novio
favorite! Para sus regalosun carton do cigarillos,
pechinos do Puka, Y mascara
basta para todo el ano.

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

By Scott Worner

Madisonman & JiAAmy U

1NHKHMHV tH

HEY!!

.^•'Vi'ii.wvijhr,-,,^..

Tth-Choof

;

-I SAID I HAD
THE "SNIFFLES:
NoT

"'■'!!>.,<<

ROBYN: Hey, it's about time
you became legal!! Happy
birthday! Let's party after
your econ. exam. Love, Air
Head and Nee.

'srpHiLis'
+?,

"NO-NO- NOT-THAT..."

TALL, DARK, AND Bl: Tall?
Dark? Bi? Who are you
trying to fool? Affectionately,
John, David and Calvin.

UOTE FOR YOUR fAUORITE TURKEY

UOTE

Winner will be published in the Nov. 21
Send votes to: Turkey, The Breeze, Comm. Art* Dept. UHnc-Price Building.

Give Thinks to Vour favorite Turkey.
The Breeze will feature a special
THANRSOIUINC PERSONALS PACE
Tuesday, November 21st
First 25 word* for .50

Send a Breeze Personal
to the Gobbler in Vour Life.

m/W;

Deadline for votes fri. 17

3:00 pm

nail form to:
The Breeze - - Classifieds
c/o Department of Communication Arts
IDine-Price Building

we will accept cash or checks made to The Breeze
e

•

%
•

: Name:
: Personal:
a.

:

Deadline: fri. 17 3:00 pm : ^^^

. i i i > i

a

y«\. -■•vtv v

N.

*-«ft
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SGA should drop ]Editoria 1 &> Op in ion\
evaluation plan

/
•>r

The Student Government Association is once more considering
compiling and publishing student evaluations of faculty
members. This plan is riddled with conceptual and mechanical
flaws.
SGA President Darrell Pile has not been able to present
satisfactory evidence of successful evaluations elsewhere. Of
three schools he cited as having successful evaluations, two have
discontinued their programs. Reasons included cost, lack of
faculty participation and demands on the time of student
coordinators. At one school, there was disagreement as to
whether lack of student interest or failure of the faculty to
participate were to blame.
The chief purpose of the evaluations is to provide students with
information about a professor's reputation before registration.
"Otherwise." says Pile, "the student is going uud registration *
blind and may get a professor who uses unfair or inconsistent
teaching practices."
A secondary purpose is that publishing evaluations might
some how "retorm a "poor" professor.
Since most upper level classes are taught by only one
professor, the evaluations will bs limited to general studies. Such
evaluations would be used mainly by freshmen and transfers
since, as Pile correctly notes," upperclassmen can pick up the
information they need through the grapevine."
Here is where the argument for evaluations begins to crumble.
The number of freshmen who actually have a choice between
professors, and draw up their schedule on that basis, is miniscule.
By the time fresh men register many general studies sections are
closed so the student has little, if any, choice of professor. Since
IIIMIIIIIIIII
iiiiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii
IIIIIIIUHIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
nearly all general studies classes eventually close anyway,
evaluations would not punish "poor" professors by deterring
students from taking their classes.
Further, the evaluation plan is based on the fallacious
assumption that the choice of professor weighs heavily when
students decide which classes to take. In reality, the vast
majority of students decide on the basis Of major requirements,
time the class is offered, and the nature of the course, with
MiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiimmii
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
the professor being only aminor consideration.
Six year old boy: Bless me contains
Charlottesvilie. and Staunton.
'* et Pile seems intent on commiting SGA to an expenditure that
no
artificial
father, for I have sinned. It preservatives.
This was where the trouble
he cannot e ven estimate for a project of limited use and dubious
has been one week since my
for the nation's largest beer
value.
The new drink is currently
last confession.
company began.
The concept of student evaluations of faculty members is also
being tested in five markets
Priest: Yes, my son. What across the country-cities in
Staunton is the only testflawed.
is your sin?
market where "long term
The proposition that students can accurately and objectively
the deep south, mid west,
Six year old boy: I drank a
concern" over Chelsea has
quantify a professor's ability to teach is doubtful. Evaluations
north east, west coast, and
Chelsea.
been registered, according to
are likely to reflect not whether the professor is a good instructor,
Atlantic Seaboard.
Is Chelsea, the new "not
Anheuser-Busch's Market
but whether he is easy, popular or gives high grades, items which
The Atlantic Seaboard test
so" soft drink being testcan be entirely unrelated. The evaluations could become nothing
marketed
locally
by
but a glorified popularity contest.
Evaluations will only improve "poor" professors if the... ^Anheuser-Busch, really the
"devil's dew" that a Staunton
professor values a high ranking in the booklet.
nurses' group and the Seventh
A better course of action if a professor is actually "unfair or '
Day Adventist Church are
inconsistent" would be to make use of existing grievances
making it out to be?
procedures, or to encourage greater student input in current
No. As a matter of fact,
departmental evaluations.
Chelsea is probably the safest
There are also certain mechanical difficulties in the evaluation
and most nutritious soft drink
plan. Pile proposes distributing evaluations forms by residence
on the market. The amber
halls and by mail for commuters. This presents the danger of
colored, gingery beverage
students filling in bogus evaluations or filling out more than one.
contains no caffein and less
Such an uncontrolled survey raises possibility of frightful
sugar than any other soft
inaccuracies and distortions that would make the evaluations
drink.
worthless.
According to the product's
Publication of student evaluation of faculty members would be
label, Chelsea contains
of use to a very small number of people, would not necessarily
market centers in Richmond,
Manager of New Beverages
"carbonated water, sugar,
identify a truly good professor and would be susceptible to many
and Products, Keith Jones.
Virginia. By virtue of the
natural flavors (lime juice,
statistical errors.
A Staunton nurses' group
Shenandoah Valley's
apple flavor, lemon juice and
For these reasons, evaluations would be a waste of student
and the Seventh Day
reception
of
Richmond's
others), one-half of one
funds and should be dropped from consideration.
Adventist Church claim the
percent alcohol (just slightly
broadcast
and
print
soda looks like beer, is
more than other soft drinks),
advertising, Anheuser-Busch
packaged like beer, forms a
caramel coloring, maltose
chose to make Chelsea
head like beer, and contains
and gum arabic" in the order
available to stores in
about one-half of one percent
of their prominence. It also
Harrisonburg,
(Continued on Page 23)

Madison Blues

9

Chelsea not 'deviVs dew
By Cutch Armstrong

Calendar change
not necessary

The Calendar Committee meets Monday to consider a change
in the academic calendar that would have fall semester next year
run Sept. 3-Dec. 21, with spring semester f rom Jan. 14-May 10.
Such a change is not only unnecessary, but would be
inconvenient for many students.
The change has been proposed chiefly to prevent starting
school before Labor Day, as many students have summer jobs
until then and some families use that time to go on vacations.
While this is true, probably more students value having a week
free before Christmas. A change would mean that many students
would return home just four days-or less-before Christinas
Many students postpone their Christmas shopping until this week.
A change would also put a hardship on faculty members in
turning in grades.
While the present calendar is satisfactory, one possible, and
mo™ appropriate, change would be to keep the current fall
schedule intact but delay spring semester until Jan. 14. This
would lengthen the Christmas holiday, a move which should be
universally applauded, and would also reduce university heating
costs during one of the coldest periods of the year.
The Calendar Committee was set several weeks ago to approve
the change without consulting students. We hope that they will
not act on any proposal Monday until they have input from a wide
spectrum of student interests.

c
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Readers' ^orum

Chrysalis magazine
gets 'kicked again9

"Well, she had four legs, ain't no doubt about that."

Honeycutt 'crushes spirit'
To the editor:
I'd like to make comment
on Dean C. Honeycutt's
review of the Third Annual
Jayemyou Revue. After this
year's Revue review (not to
mention last year's) I found
myself unable to remain
silent.
First, I'd like to express my
disappointment in The Breeze
for allowing such juvenile
journalism to be printed, and
for allowing Mr. Honeycutt to
cover the same show he so
throughly destroyed last year.
The whole article that Mr.
Honeycutt wrote is just too
much to believe! I find it
impossible to take it
seriouisly-but then again the
Oct. 23rd issue of the Breeze
could have easily been the
April Fool's issue (usually
saved for April).
Mr. Honeycutt, your whole
attitude toward the Revue
needs to change (not to

mention your outlook on life).
The total idea behind the
Homecoming Revue is a
smile-a good time for the
performers and hopefully the
audience. But Mr. Honeycutt
has to play the heavy and cut
the show to ribbons.
His article makes me
extremely angry because I
know he has hurt others by his
irreverent journalism. Has he
no decency? Apparently not.
I heard Sam Nixon warm
up and know for a fact that the
young man is a talented
pianist. As for his fingers;,
they are quite agile and quickI expect him to play again
npxt year-unless Honeycutt
has crushed his spirit.
As for Laura Marcy, her
voice was beautiful and her
accompianist complimented
her well.
As for the paragraph
Honeycutt so generously
donated to me, he can have it

it Chelsea
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alcohol (beer has about eight
percent). And the one-half of
one percent of alcohol, they
say, could turn soda-sipping
children into beer guzzling
adults.
The fact is, according to
another
Anheuser-Busch
spokesman, Joe Finnigan,
that a normal 70 pound child
would have to drink a gallon in
an hour to feel dizzy-not
drunk, just dizzy.
"You're talking about what
is technically known as a
trace of alcohol," Finnigan
said.
This minor amount appears
due to fermentation of the
maltose. It is not added and it
is not harmful. In fact, the
drink had to be approved by
the
Food
and
Drug
Administration before it even
reached the grocery store
shelves.
Anheuser-Busch not only
rightfully denies that Chelsea
could addict children to
alcohol but says the soft drink
isn't even aimed at the young.
Jones says Chelsea is
primarily intended for the 2549 age group. "We're trying to
sell the drink to the old 'Pepsi
generation.'people.': te.gaidk.

"People in that age category
wanted a drier, less sweet,
lower calorie soft drink that
didn't nave chemicals in it."
Anheuser-Busch believes
Chelsea to be the "top of the
line" soft drink.
This is
obvious by its taste and its
price--$2.00 a six pack.
Wally
Cymanski, vicepresident
of
Spanky's
Delicatessen
Co.
in
Harrisonburg confirmed this.
"Most of our buyers are from
18-40, and they but it because
they like it. Chelsea appeals
to a gourmet taste."
Spanky's sells about twenty
cases
of
Chelsea
a
week,"more than any single
kind of drink-beer or
otherwise," he added.
Very few children purchase
Chelsea at his store,
Cymanski added. "In fact,
less than one-half of one
fercent of our buyers are
ids."
So what's the validity of the
controversy over Chelsea?
Perhaps Cymanksi
countered the reactionary
stances best. "The churches
and nurses' groups are
probably screaming about
Chelsea because it doesn't
• cause sin. or sickness."

back.
It is another fine
example of irresponsible
journalism.
I don't know
where he got the idea that I
"embarrassed myself" by
playing the piano because I
thoroughly enjoyed myself.
Since
he
must
have
remembered me from last
year, why didn't he leave the
auditorium for my act? You
can bet I would have
preferred he did!
Of the "pre-Cambrian
theme and variation", all I
can say is that any fool
without "camel spit" in their
ears could tell that my music
is influenced by the classical,
impressionistic, and
contemporary veins. And who
told Honeycutt the slides were
from Ft. Lauderdale? He
should have asked me before
he wrote false information.
And likewise, as my reward is
"inexcusable", so too is he as
a writer. I didn't know anyone
could be so cold, unfeeling and
bitter toward peers and file.
It is unfortunate that Mr.
Honeycutt feels the need (or
desire) to so squelch and
mock other
indiviual's
creativity through tactless
journalism. His article came
nowhere close to an adequate
or valid critique and shall not
be regarded as one.
Mr.
Honeycutt's credentials are in
his article: he has none.
Since reading Dean C.
Honeycutt's apology after last
year's review, I fully realize
that we won't be getting one
again this year, so I would like
to apologize to the performers
for such an article being
printed against them. I hope
they won't take the article to
heart and will continue to
perform
and
to share
themselves with others.
My one wish would be that
Mr. Honeycutt be banished
from society, but since that
isn't possible, I'd settle for his
banishment from The Breeze.
I hope the Lord will change
Mr. Honeycutt's heart and
will grant him enough >ime
in this life to see the beauty in
all of it. A positive attitude
will bring positive results.
As for myself, William
Blake said it best: "I will not
reason and compare; My
business is to create".
Douglas E. Thompson
Commuter

To the editor:
"I don't think the majority
of the students appreciate the
Chrysalis," Pile said. "The
SGA should not use student
money
to
fund
the
Chrysalis."-SGA President
Pile, The Breeze, October 27.
One of the SGA's favorite
targets is getting kicked
again.
Just two years ago, thenSGA President Mike Anestos
got a lot of ink when he
knocked the Chrysalis. So the
magazines
supporters
produced
hundreds
of
signatures to indicate student
interest.
Now, Mr. Pile and

company find the magazine
unpopular and unworthy of
SGA money. Wonderful. By
that logic the UPB should not
get any student' funding for
concerts after the Burton
Cummings fiasco.
Moreover, the SGA does not
poll students before every roll
call. After all, we elected the
senate to make decisions,
even though they may be
unpopular.
Perhaps the
opponents of the Chrysalis will
explain why that publication
must be appreciated by the
majority to merit SGA
funding.
William Sullivan
Spotswood HaU

Senate decision
injured Chrysalis
To the editor:
I have just returned from
the 54th Associated Collegiate
Press Convention in Houston,
Texas.
There were nine
various
publication
representatives from James
Madison University.
I
attended as the Chrysalis art
editor.
The trip was
educationally rewarding as
well as exciting.
I wish to thank the Student
Government Association for
providing the funds for this
trip, with special thanks to
senators Alvin Walker, Dennis
Lundblad, Scott Hand and
Chairman Pro Tempore Doug
Wesson They all rose to the
defense of this art and literary
magazine.
I also wish at this time to
clarify some facts concerning
the request of these funds and
the ensuing battle.
Mr. Wesson's ioust to
override the veto of the senate
amendment to send two

I would like also at this
time to reprimand David Imre
for his indiscriminate use of
the senate floor. He took
unfair advantage of Mr.
Honeycutt and belittled him
for something he wrote in The
Mr. Imre is well within
reason to disagree with
anything Mr. Honeycutt may
write but The Breeze is a
proper forum to air such
strong opinions. Mr. Imre
may also have been ignorant
of the purpose of Mr.
Honeycutt's presence at that
particular SGA meeting but it
was
as
a
Chrysalis
representative, not a writer
for The Breeze. The two are
separate and distinct entities
and what Mr. Honeycutt
writes for The Breeze should
not he reflected in a Chrysalis
matter. Mr. Imre's attack
could have influenced a
decision made later at that
meeting for which he wasn't

'Unfortunately, certain members of
the Committee and Senate disagreed
with Honeycutt's methods, which in turn
cost us the overriding of the veto.9
representatives was impeded
by a misunderstanding of
facts
and
Dean
C.
Honeycutt's use of funds.
Mr. Honeycutt was already
able to attend the convention
as a representative of The
Breeze but he chose to fight
to go as the Managing Editor
of Chrysalis. If successful,
The Breeze funds would have
been forfeited. I would like to
explain the pressure Mr.
Honeycutt was under.
Time was of the essence,
the first vote was taken on
Tuesday, the 18th and
reservations were to be
confirmed by Wednesday,
the 19th. Mr. Honeycutt may
be politically young and
inexperienced but deceitful he
is not. He found a perfectly
ethical solution to the
dilemma.
Unfortunately
certain members of the
Committee and
Senate
disagreed with his methods,
which in turn cost us the
overriding of the veto.

A

even present.
I would like also to thank
those few Senators and
Council
members
who
refrained from joining the
outburst.
I want to inform people that
the Chrysalis staff is a young
organization.
It is the
objective of its members to
change and improve the
quality of the publication as
well as its image on campus. I
feel the efforts put forth to get
the funds from the SGA are
indicative of the energies
being generated by the staff
members this year.
Finally I wish to apologize
to everyone and anyone who
may have felt harrassed,
victimized, and just plain
pestered over this issue. My
inexperience in political
maneuvering is surpassedonly
by my enthusiasm for the
Chrysalis magazine.
Di-Ann Pitts
Art Editor
Chrysalis
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neti< manipulation
Students here against genetic
Fifty-eight percent say no

2*

By JULIE SUMMERS
Test tube babies, one of the
first publicly known forms of
genetic manipulation,
sparked a survey which
received
contradictory
reactions from a portion of the
James Madison University
student body.
Fifty-eight of the students
returning the survey said they
did not believe in genetic
manipulation.
"Genetic manipulation is
defined as manmade control
(electrical, surgical, chemical
means) to alter the original
make-up of human beings,"
according to the survey.
Most of the students though
did
believe
genetic
manipulation should be used
to solve, "today's - medical
problems (cancer, diabetes,
reproduction difficulties,
retardation)."
However, ninety-eight
percent of the students said
genetic manipulation should
not be used in national
defense. The survey gave,
superbeings, human bombs as
examples of genetic use in
defense. Only three students
answered yes to this question.
"Do you believe there
should be official control over
research done in the field of
genetic manipulation?
(Health, Education and

Welfare, American Medical
Association)," also received
an almost uniform response.
More than three-fourths of
those surveyed answered yes.
Cathy Moxley and Jim
Doak, students in Biology 325
(Biology Technology and
Society) conducted the survey
as a special project for the
class.
"Our questions were very
general," Moxley said. "We
weren't sure how familiar the
student body was with the
issue."
The survey, randomly sent
to 1,363 students, was returned
by 168 students.
Moxley said that over onethird of the surveys were
returned with personal
comments. The comments
tended to positively reinforce
the issues of medical research
and research control. Most
comments saw genetic
manipulation as an ethic and
moral issue, said Moxley.
Of the 168 students who
returned the survey, 62 were
males and 82 females with 24
not specifying sex, according
to Moxley.
For the most part, Moxley
said the females had a more
definite view than the males.
The males were split almost
equally on the question of
believing
in
genetic

manipulation. Most females
said that they did not blieve
in it.
An overwhelming majority
of both males and females
agreed
that
gene
manipulation should be used
to solve medical problems and
that same majority agreed it
should not be used in our
national defense.
Moxley and Doak went so
far as to break those surveyed
down into majors. Science
majors who answered the
survey tended-to be positive
about the issue, Moxley said,
while Education majors
tended to be against gene
manipulation.
Responses from Sociology

and Psychology majors were
generally positive but wanted
controls. Many Business
majors answered the survey,
Moxley said, and were for
genetic control especially in
defense and security uses.
Moxley and Doak's survey
came about as a result of the
recent lecture, "Who Should

Play God?" held here They
were surprised at how many
people went to the lecture,
Moxley said.
Complete results of the
survey,
including
a
breakdown by classes will be
posted on the third floor of
Burrus Hall sometime next
week Moxley hopes.

it Alcohol
(Continiud horn Page X)
parties within dormitories
including those in private
rooms, according to Gasser.
Students there can get parties
approved in hallways, he said,
but
there
are
strict
regulations on them.
in order to have hall keg
parties at Va. Tech students
must seek permission from
the office of housing and
resident
management,
Gasser said. Only one hall
party is permitted per dorm
per night, and must be
sponsored by two people, he
said.
Hosts must designate the
number of kegs they
anticipate serving and the
number of people expected to
attend including residents and
invited guests, according to
Gasser. Most parties have 25200 people attending, he said,
but Gasser does reserve the
right to deny approval of a
party if he feels it will be too
large or if there is too much
beer.
All hall keg parties at Va.
Tech must end by midnight,

Gasser said, and the area
must be cleaned by 1 a.m.
In certain cases, the
sponsors may not be able to
use all the kegs they had
approved, he said.
For
example, if it's 11:30 and
there's still an untapped keg
that most likely wouldn't be
finished by midnight, the
students will not be permitted
to tap it. However, in other
cases, students may get
permission from an R.A. to
get additional kegs if the
number approved run out
early, he said.
With the exception of
private rooms, policies at
William and Mary require
that students register all
events within dormitories
where alcohol will be served,
according to Smith.
Students must get a form
from their area coordinators
(R.A.'s), fill them out and
turn them in no later than
three days before the event,
Smith said. If the party is
approved, the scheduled
activity is placed on a weekly
university calendar which is
sent to the campus police, he

Phone books out soon
Permanent campus
telephone directories
will be distributed next
week to JMU students,
faculty,
and
administration.
The late distribution
date is due to problems
with securing necessary
information, and
changes in campus
telephone numbers and
students'
residences.
The new directories
were produced by a new
company specializing in

telephone books for
colleges, and will
include
maps,
schedules,
advertisements, and
additional information.
There will not be a
separate
Greek
directory.
In
addition.
Continental Telephone
Company will deliver
local
Harrisonburg
directories to the
Warren University
Union next week.

said.
The police mainly use the
calendar so they will know
what rooms need to be
unlocked for events and when,
and can also be used so they
have a general idea of where
activities are taking place on
campus, Smith said.
At JMU all room or suite
parties involving 10 people or
in some cases 15, in addition to
recreation room parties, must
bs registered with the head
resident advisor by 5 p.m. of
that day.
Enforcement of public
drinking laws at football
games also seems to vary

between the four schools.
"There is drinking in the
stadium at U. Va. football
games" said Baxter. "This is
illegal and has been somewhat
overlooked in the past", he
said, "but this year campus
police are cracking down and
confiscating alcohol they see
students carrying in," he said.
At Va. Tech football games
students are not permitted to
cary in coolers, said the vicepresident for student affairs
there, but security officials
cannot search students for
concealed beverages.
Although illegal, "students
do come and drink at Va. Tech

football games:'according to
Dr. James Dean.
At JMU football games,
regulations against drinking
in the stadium are enforced
and warning signs are posted
at entrances. This year signs
have also been posted on the
hill next to the stadium and
there have been increased
security patrols of the area.
ABC laws, like those at
JMU, are strictly enforced at
William and Mary football
games, said Ken Smith, and
students are subject to arrest
for violations.

Half kegs instead, says Pile
By PATTI TULLY
Student
government
officials at three of four state
institutions polled are not
completely satisfied with
alcohol policies at their
respective schools.
Student leaders found
problems with policies at the
University of Virginia, James
Madison University and
Virginia
Polytechnical
Institute and State University.
"Alcohol policies at U. Va.
are not adhered to or well
enforced," according to Scott
Stephenson, Student Council
President there. Students are
permitted to drink in dorm
hallways and lounges, he said,
and if a student were
intoxicated there, he or she
would probably not be
reprimanded.
The student council vicepresident also feels rules are
not well enforced at U.Va.
Dorm parties are not big
events, according to Jeff File,
"but liquor is not taken away
from students who are

underaged.
Cocktail
parties are held in the gardens
of pavilions on campus," Q
he said. File did not know if
the pavilion areas are
considered public or private,
he said.
Alcohol policies at JMU
should be changed to allow
half kegs rather than just
quarter kegs, said Darrel
Pile, Student Government
Association President. The
policies here could become
more liberal if students would
start reporting those they see
causing damage to university
property, he said.
"The administration at
JMU is very student
oriented," Pile said, "and
once
students
prove
themselves
to
the
administration they will be
open-minded enough to go
along with student wants."
Some policies at Va. Tech
are well enforced, while
others are not, according to
Margaret Shea, Student
Government Secretary there.

ABC laws that restrict
underage possession and
consumption of alcohol are not
well enforced, Shea said, but
public
drinking
laws
prohibiting consumption of
alcohol in public areas unless
there is an approved parry are
very strictly enforced.
Many students believe the
public drinking laws are too
strictly enforced, she said.
Approval on hall keg
parties is very easy to get,
Shea said, but the regulations
on them are very strict.
The student government
association president at
William and Mary is the only
student leader completely
satisfied with policies at his
school.
"William and Mary alcohol
policies have become stricter
over the past year, but we still
have parties, and students are
still able toenjoy themselves "
according to Bill Mims. "I
find the policies here very
favorable." he said.

